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Young 'Wild West's Apache Friend
OR, THE HIDDEN GOLD OF THE PECO~

- ,.._

BY AN OLD SCOUT

the fact that a thick growth of timber had
obscured it. The rest of the party had remained ,
" I know what river that is, Wild. It's called at the top of the slope while the two came down
t he Pecos. I know Jt by some old landmarks, to the bank of, the stream. There being so
an', 'cordin' to my reckonin', Fort Sumner is many rocks, trees and bushes lying . between
them, Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie
jest about a hundred miles north of here."
The speaker was Cheyenne Charlie, the well- were unable to see them at all, as they turned
known scout, and his remarks were addressee! to ride. back and let them know that a place to
to · Young Wild West, the boy hero and Cham- camp for the night had been selected.
Right here we may as well mention that the
pion Deadshot of the West. The two had just
brought their horses to a halt on the bank of rest of the party consisted of Arietta Murdock,
a swiftly flowing stream. The place might have the golden-haired sweetheart of the young deadbeen called a caynon, though · the deep cut shot; Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie; Jim
through the rocky ridge did not extend more Dart, a boy about the- same age as our hero,
who had been born and bred in Wyoming, and
t han a mile.
" I reckon you're right, Charlie," the young his sweetheart, Eloise Gardner, and two Chinadeadsh ot answered, as he t ook a view of the , men, who were brothers named Hop Wah a nd
surroundings. "It's the Pecos, sure enough. I Wing Wah, who were employed as servants.
hardly thought we were so close to the river. Spitfire, the sorrel stallion Young Wild West
But say! This is somewhat of a wild-looking was riding, quickly reached the top of the
slope, and then the waiting pa1,ty looked ex.
place, isn't it?"
/
"Right you are, Wild. I s'pose some peop,le pectant.
"It's all right," Wild said, in the cool and
would call it grand, picturesque, a'n' all that.
But it ain't nothin' new to us, 'cause we've been easv way he was famous for. "It was only a
th-rough here afore. Looks as if there ought to deer path, but it led us right down to the
be a chance to pop a buck between now an' bank of a river. It is the Pecos, too, and we
are no~ just about one hundred miles from
dark. Goin' to stop here, Wild?"
"I reckon so. This spot is as good as any. Fort Sumner, which lies due north. There's a
Plenty of good grass for the horses, and the fine place down there to camp, so we needn't
water within easy reach. We'll be able to fix lose any further time. The sun will set in
up a pretty good stro·n ghold, too, so if there less than two hours now. Corne on, Et."
are any bad redskins about, as the signs we
The last remark was addressed to his sweethave discovered would· imr,ly, I reckon we'll be heart, who quickly rode forward on her creamable to take care of them. '
white broncho_ Snowflake. Then she rode on
"Imply is good," the scout said, with a down the slope to the river with her dashing
chuckle. "Every now an' then you're puttin' young lover, the rest following. The two Chinaout a word that I ain't acquainted with. But men were the last to get down. They were
I know what you mean. The signs we've seen leading a couple of pack-horses that were loaded.
this afternoon makes it look as if redskins wai with the camping outfit and supplies.
Young Wild West and his friends had left
on the warpath in this here part of the country.
Texas, . on the Rio Grande, some days before
That's 'imply,' all right."
Again the scout chuckled, for he was one of to proceed up into New Mexico and so on until
the plain, old-fashioned men of the b~rde~, and they got to Colorado.
They might have taken an easier route if
it was little he had been agle to receive m the
- way of education. The two had followed a deer- they had wisl1.ed to journey- further, but that
path down a 3lope that was pretty well covered was not the way of the young deadshot and
with rocks and bushes, such as are to be found liis friends. Since the boy and his partners had
in New Mexico and other States in the West incomes that amounted to a great deal m ore
and Southwest, and had come to the river with- than they could sp~nd from the mines they
out knowing it was ther e. But this was due to owned a n4 were interested in, ther e was :aothing
E:HAPTER !.-The Pursued Apache
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for them to do but to ride about through the
wildest parts of the West and look up excitement
and adventure.
Hence it was their desire to penetrate the
wild parts of New Mexico, so they had struck
out right over the mountain chain, and now
found themselves, a s both Wild and Charlie declared, on the bank of the Pecos River. For two
days they had been riding through a very wild
country. Plenty of game was found, and they
shot what they would need for eating purposes,
and no more. But shortly after they set out
after resting during the noon hour on this particular day they had di scovered signs which told
them plainly that Indians were about. R EJ_ally
it would not seem very strange that Indians
should be met in that particular region. But
Young Wild West and his partners were so well
trained in woodcraft that it was easy for them
to distinguish the difference between ordinary
Indian signs and those that would imply that the
redskins were on the war-path. The first thing
that attracted their attention and caused them
to become cautious and watchful was the finding of a fresh trail that was made by the unshod
hoofs of a score or more of Indian ponies.
But since it was in the hunting season, they
might easily have t aken it for granted that a
band of peaceful Indians were simply out to replenish their larder with what game they might
shoot. Half an hour later, however, they knew
better than this, for a thin column of smoke was
seen rising from a high point a coul)le of miles
to the north, and then as they turned and looked
southward they soon saw more smoke rising from
the top of a cliff.
Almost as soon as the second column of smoke
appeared the first one died out. That was quite
enough to let Young Wild West a nd his fri ends
know that Indians were exchanging signals:
Peaceful Indians never did such things, and as
it was a common occurrence for outbreaks to be
made at any time, they took it for granted that
they were riding · over dangerous ground, and
should be on the lookout all the time. But there
was, not a person in the party who was very
mucn alarmed. Probably the most timid one of
them all was Eloise Gardner, for she had never
quite mastered her fear of the dangers that infested the Wild West at the time of which we
write. But to the young deadshot him!)elf it wa1:
a welcome sight to see Indian smoke signals, even
though it meant that there might b a scrimmage.
with the redskins at any moment.
It had long been his ambition, even though he
was but a boy, to assist in paving the way to
civilization , and so successful had he "been that
he was known far and near a s the most intrepid
of scouts and pioneers. Cheyenne Char lie, the
scout, and Jim Dart ,..ere proud to be called his
partners, and the girls, as they were called, certainly had reason to be proud also, for no matter where they went, there was always some one
to recognize them, and the friendly greetings they
received spurred them on to do great things and
help those who were in need of it, while at the
sam~ time they put down the lawless- ones, even
thought they had to fight to a finish. But now
for the camping spot Young Wild West and
Cheyenne Charlie had discovered by simply ri,dlllll down the slope to the river. There was a

stretch of r ich grassland that might have been
sixty f_eet in width running for fully a quarter
of a mile along the edge of the water. This was
backed up on the side by steep hills that were
thickly wooded. On the other side of the stream
cliffs reared thel!lselves to an enormous height,
some of t~em bemg totally bare, with no signs
of vegetation at all. Thi s made it look like a
small canyon, and certainly it could be called
one. But the cliffs themselves were the landmarks that let Cheyenne Charlie know that they
were scarcely a hundred miles from Fort Sumner, which was located on the bank of the same
river, where it was scarcely more than a creek.
Wild and his sweetheart rode a short distance
along the river bank, and then the young deadshot brought Spitfire to a halt and, turning to
his sweetheart , said:
"Well, Et, I reckon this is about as good a
place as any we can find. There is a shelving
ledge that protrudes at least a dozen feet from
the rocky bank. I reckon if we pitch our tents
under it redskins or any one else who feel like
?isturbing us won't have the opportunit y of rollm?. stones upon us."
'Nor shooting at us, either, from the top of
the cliff, Wild," the girl answered, smilingly.
"That's it exactly, little girl. Here's where
we'll stop."
Cheyenne Charlie gave a nod as he rode up
an,1 looked up the steep bank and at the ledge.
Couldn't find a better place, Wild," he remarked, as he dismounted and turned to assist
his wife to do likewise.
J1m and Eloise quickly dismounted , and then
Arietta, who had remained in the saddle looking
up and down the canyon, gave a nod of satisfaction and quickly leaped to the ground. Wild
promptly took her horse, and just as he had
finished removing the saddle Hop and Wing came
up.
"Evelythlin g allee light, Misler Wild?" the former asked, as he looked at the boy expectantly .
"I reckon it is , Hop. Arietta will show you
where you and Wing can up the tents. I reckon
you might a s well go ahead and do it at once
'
since we have plenty of time before supper."
"Allee light, Misler Wild. If my fool blother
workee lillee fastee we fixee um tents velly
muchee quickee, so be."
Shuttee uppee, Hop," Wing, who was the cook
for the party, answered angrily. "You thinkee lat
· 'cause you allee samee gleat· magician me no
amountee to velly muchee. But me allee samee
good as you, so be. One timee me velly muchee
sportee, allee samee Melican man."
"Ha, ha, ha!" interrupted Cheyenne Charlie
laughing loudly. "That was afore Hop cam~
along, Wing. You sartinly did try to make every
one believe that you was a sport. But when the
wonderful magician what has fooled the Emperor ·
of China happened to come along, you took a
back seat mighty quick. But you're a good cook,
an' you have a way of mindin' your own business,
so I reckon that's enough."
"Me mindee my business, too, velly muchee,
Misler Charlie," Hop spoke up, smiling blandly.
"Yes, you mind your business a whole lot, but
you mind the business of other folks a blamed
sight more," was the reply. "But I've got used
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to you, an' I ain't lettin' you play none of your we'll take the chances. If there are redskins very
close by they have spotted us before this, anyfoolish tricks on me any more."
"Allee light, Misler Charlie. You likee me how."
. "That's so; I never thought of that. We were
velly muchee, and me likee you velly muchee."
Then both Chinamen led the pack-horses to- riding over an open space away up there," and
ward the foot of the cliff and ·began unloading he pointed back in the direction they had come,
them. Wild and his partners soon ha d the rest "and it's a pretty sure thing they could have
of the horses tied with lariats, so they could have seen us."
"Well; as I just said, we'll take the chances."
quite a wide scope to graze upon the gr a ss and
Dart nodded, for wlratever the young deadshot
go to the edge of the stream anc! drink when they
felt disposed to do so. The tall cliffs being to the said was always satisfactory to him. The rile of
west, the sun had disappeared below them, • but fagots kindled into a blaze, and then a column
it would still be more than an hour before it of smoke arose almost straight upward, for there
would set. When this h a ppened darkness would · was scarcely any breeze to be felt. ,ving soon
come quickly. But, as Young Wild West had had some potatoes lying among the coals of the
said, there was plenty of time. In less than fire, and then he turned his attention to the coffeefifteen minutes the two tents had been erected. kettle, which was hung over by means of two
One was larger than the other, and this was be- upright iron rods and one across. He had alcause it was sleeping quarter s of the male mem- ready cut off the thick slices from a haunch of
bers of the party. There being but three girls, venison that would be more than enough supper
it did not take up much space for them to turn for the whole party, and as the coffee began
in when it was time to go to sleep. Of course steaming he prepared for the broiling of the meat.
two pack-horses could not carry a very large Anna generally helped him, so she proceeded to
load in the way of supplies and an outfit. But get out the tin plates, cups and knives and
- blankets and the canvas for the tents took up the forks, setting the table on a moss-covered rock
most of it, and one could easily get along with it, that was almost large enough to accommodate
while the others carried the provisions and few the whole party.
But they were so used to eating in camp that
implements that were necessary for prospecting
as well as fighting. Of course each member of it made no difference whether they sat or stood
the party carried their own blankets, so this while eating a meal. Very often they were forced
to stand up, but generally they contented themmade it all the easier for the pack-horses.
Jim Dart, of course, had been loaded a little selves by sitting upon the ground, or upon a stone
extra with a young buck that had been shot or log, if one happened to ,l>e handy by. By the
early that morning, and as soon as Wing had time supper was ready it was considerable darker
finished assisting his brother with the tents, he down in the canyon. The river, which was very
deep at that point, seemed to run more slowly,
turned his attention to it.
"Venison stakee for suppee, so be?" the cook too, and the silence grew more noticeable. But
no one paid any attention to these things. They
said, as he looked at Wild questiongly.
were all very hungry, and soon they were eating,
"I ri!!ckon so," was the reply.
"Allee light," and then turning to his brother while the cook kept bringing on the venison
steaks. Just as they had eaten all they cared to
he called out:
"Hop, you hully uppee and gittee plenty wood, two rifle shots sounded from somewhere abov;,
them. Then a yell which must have come from
so be. Me wantee makee fire."
Me wantee fishee," a dozen or more throats reached their ears. In"You gittee um wood.
stantly all hands were on their feet.
came the reply.
"Something is wrong, boys," the young dead"Hold on a minute, Hop," the young deadshot
said, shaking a finger at the heathen, who was shot said, nodding to his partners. "It's up there,
sometimes called Young Wild West's Clev,e r too, right where we came from. Just take it easy
Chinee, "you help Wing so he can go ahead and now. Girls, get qack under tb.e ledge, for you
start the supper going. Then if you want to fish can't tell what might happen."
Then the boy picked up his rifle, and stepped
you can do so."
"Allee light, Misler Wild. When you tellee me along to where the footpath ended close to the
do somethling, me velly glad to do somethling. edge of the water. He had hardly got there when
the unmistakable sounds made by horse's hoofs
But my fool blother no bossee me."
That was about the way it went all the time. came to his ears. A horse was coming down the
There was not the least doubt that the two very path, and he knew it .
Crang, crang, crang !
Chinamen would have fought and bled for each
other if it became necessary. But there always
Three rifle shots sounded very close by, and
seemed to be something in the way of an ill- then more yelling followed. The clatter of the
feeling between them. However, this was put hoofs now was so loud that the boy knew it
on, as the young deadshot and his friends knew would be scarcely a quarter of a minute before
pretty well. When the necessary fagots had been the horse must show. He was right, too, in thinkgathered to kindle the fire to cook the evening ing this way, for in less time than that a horse
meal, Jim Dart walked over to where Wild was and rider came tearing down the path, making
straight for the river. The rider was an Indian.
talking with his sweetheart.
"Do you know one thing," he said, as he But ,that was not all. Hoofbeats in plenty could
be heard, too. The 'Indian was being pursued.
touched the boy on the arm.
Charlie and Jim had reached the side of the
"What is it, Jim?" "I was thinking that the smoke from our fire young deadshot now, and they stood ready with
would surely be seen if there are hostile Indians their rifles. The redskin was greatly surprised
when he saw the three, and instead of forcing
about."
"I was thinking of that, too. But I rerlfon his ltoJ'se into the water, as no doubt he had in-
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tended to do, he reined it in sharply 2.nd turned
and faced them.
"Heap much fight!" he exclaimed.
"Me
Apache. . Bad Pawnees want to kill me and take
my scalp." .
·
"All right, redskin," the young deadshot
answered, in his cool and easy way. "Just get
around here. I see you have no war paint on.
If the Pawnees have we'll h ave to take car e of
them, tha-t1s all."
The Apa che looked much relieved, and quickly
dipping from the back of his horse, pulled a revolver from his belt and stood r eady to open fire
on his pursuers.
·

pen, the A pache drew back, and stood close beside the shel tering rock.
All the Indians in si~ht had thrown up their
hands with the except10n of the chief. Wild
noticed this, of course, so lowering his rifle, he
stepped forward and said:
"Get off your horse, redskin. I'll trtlk it over
with you a minute or two."
"Ugh!" The paleface boy talk heap much,"
was the reply. "Red Moccasin heap much chief.
Bari Apa che steal horse and want to take away
Red Moccasin's daughter. The Pawnees go on
the war-path. Heap much fight. Take the scalps
of all the Apaches they find."
"That sounds all right, Chief Red Moccasin.
But I r eckon there's two sides to the story. I
CHAPTER. IL-A Bit of Romance.
am not in the habit of taking much stook in what
a redskin says, but I am inclined to believe that
There wa!'\ a vio\ent crashing in the bushes on the Apache is all right. Now then, you just wait
either side qf the pat h, showing that the pur- a minute, and we'll hear what he has to say."
i;uing redskins wer e outvieing each other in tryThe boy. then beckoned to the fugitive Indian,
ing to over take the fugitive Apache. Young Wild who promptly stepped over to his side and looked
West and his partner s had drawn back a little defiantly at the Pawnee chief.
to the left, and the Indian stood near them, his
"What is your name, redskin?" Wild asked.
revolver in ,readiness. Suddenly the foremost of
"Gr.ay Owl. Me come many miles to find Gold
the Indians a ppeared, ' and the moment they Fish, who went away to the paleface school. She
caught sight o,f them the young deadshot and be my squaw when she come back, but the Pawhis partners saw that they were in full war paint. nees take her. Me no steal horse. Me buy horse
As many as a dozen appeared, and all in a heap, from paleface man, and pay fifty dollars. Me
too, it seemed. They were making straight for show paper."
the water, as the Apache had been doing, but saw
Then from somewhere on his person he drew
those standing there in time to check their horses. a folded bit of paper and handed it to the boy.
Wild opened it and quickly found that it was
The moment they did see them a yell went up.
a receipt of fifty dollars in payment for a horse, ·
Crack!
The Apache fired point-blank at the nearest of the signature bemg plainly written "John
them, and the br ave fellow threw up his hands Jamieson." .
"All right, Gray Owl. I reckon you're telling
and toppled from the saddle.
"Hold on a minute, redskin," Young Wild West the truth. That's a bonafide receipt, all right,
called out, for he had his rifle turned full upon as far as I can see.. We'll say that the charge
the new arrivals. "May}>e we can settle this that you stole a horse is false. Now how about
without more bloodshed. Redskins, we have got the squaw you call Gold Fish?"
•
"Bad Pawnees stop ' the stage, take all the
you dead to rights. Up with your hands!"
The last was called out in a ringing voice, and money from the palefaces, and make Gold Fish
surprised as they were, the Pawnees made 'no go with them. Shs. live in the Pawnee village.
move to put up a fight. Charlie and Jim had She write a letter, and in two moons me get the
them cove1·ed, too, so even though there were letter. Paleface man read. Then me come to
quite a few of them, they really did not stand look for Gold Fish. One, two, three, four moons.
much of a chance of doing- a great deal just then. Then me find Gold Fish."
"And after you found where she was the PawMore were heard coming down the path, but before they an:ived in sight one of the redskins nees wouldn't let you have her. Is that it?"
"The paleface boy is right. The Pawnees heap
shouted a warning, and then our friends heard
their horses galloping away. The distance be- much robber s. Twenty of them live in a little
tween the two parties was not more than thirty village. No more there but the squaws and pa:feet, but it ltappened that Wild and his com- pooses and dogs and horses. They steal from
panions had a big rock close at hand, and could the palefaces, and make heap much bad work."
easily slip behind it in case the redskins at"Sorter seems to be a gang of redskin road
tempted to fire. But this they did not do. One agents, eh, Wild?" Cheyenne Chal'lie observed,
of them, who was evidently a chief by, the head- without taking his eyes from the redskins he was
·
dress he wore, regained his composure very coverin?. with his rifle.
quickly.
_
"You re abo-qt right, Charlie, if what the red"Paleface heap much wrong," he called out, skin says is the truth, and I'm inclined to think
.shaking his finger warningly at the young dead- it is," was the reply .
"Certainly they didn't put on war-paint just'
shot. "Pawnees no make war on the palefaces.
They want to catch the bad Apache, who is a for the purpose of pursuing the Apache," Jim
Dart spoke up. "You Can tell by the looks of them
:horse thief."
·
At this the pursued lndian made a threatening that they are a pretty bad lot. See how well they
move with his revolver. But Wild ·reached over are armed. And the paint they have got on their
faces and bodies has been there quite a long time
quickly and caught him by the wrist.
"Don't shoot, redskin," he said, quietly. "Just by the looks of it."
Chief Red Moccasin became rather uneasy at
wait till I have a talk with the chief."
"Ugh!" came the reply, and with a nod to show this, for he could understand plainly what they
that ha was resigned to anything that might hap- said.
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But there was considerable bluff in him, at
that, for suddenly his eyes fl.ashed, and looking
sharply at Wild, whom he seemed to know was
the spokesman, he said:
"The palefa~e let the Pawnees take the Apache.
Then they go away."
·
"I reckon not, chief," the young deadshot
answered, in his cool and easy way. "The Apache
will stay with us for a while, and I give it to
you straight that unless you release the young
squaw he calls Gold Fish right _away and see ~o
it that she comes here as soon as possible, you will
find yourself in a heap of trouble. It happens
that we don't like bad redskins, and generally we
shoot them down on sight. Probably you don't
know us, but I don't mind telling you that my
name is Young Wild West, and that the~e two
with me are my partners, Cheyenne Charlie and
Jim Dart. We have done- considerable Indian
fighting in the past four or five years, and the
chances are you have heard of us."
"Young Wild West heap much paleface scout,"
was the reply.
"You know about me, then?"
"Me no afraid of Young Wild West," was the
quick retort.
.
"All right, chief. Since you hav~ sai_d that,
I'll make you prove it. Now then, I 11 give you
just two seconds to get off that horse."
As the young deadshot said this he swung h~s
rifle around so the muzzle was not more than six
·inches from the breast of the Pawnee.
·
'
His finger toyed with the trigger, too, and instantly a look of alarm showed upon the chief'.s
face. Without waiting an instant he swung p.is
leg around and dropped to the ground, holdmg
up his hands as he did so.
"Ah! You are beginning to take a little more
notice, I see," the boy said, smilingly, as. he' covered his breast. "Now then, you have Just ten
braves sitting there · with their hands up. I'll
tell you straigh~ that if they attempt. to take
down their hands they'll be shot. You Just step
out here. You say you are not afra;id oi me."
The Indian moved slowly around his horse, and
then stood in a hesitating way. Wild quickly laid
down his revolver, and 'pulling his hunting-knife
from the sheath at his belt, he shook it in the
face of the Indian.
"Get your knife ready, Red Moccasin. I am
going to fight you," he said.
"Ugh!" came the reply, while the face of the
Pawnee lighted up. "Paleface boy fight Red Moccasjn with knives?"
"Yes, that's just it. You say you are not afraid
of me. Now we'll see about it."
Red · Moccasin looked at · his braves, who were
being covered by the rifles of Cheyenne Charlie
and Jim Dart. Then he stepped back a pace,
and quickly drew his knife. He was ready to
fight. There was no question about that. But
before anything further could take place Gray
Owl, the Apache chief, stepped forward.
"Paleface boy no fight Red Moccasin," he said.
"Me fight."
"Just step back," Wild said, motioning him to
keep away. "I reckon I can take care of the Pawnee chief, Gray Owl. You needn't fear. I am
used to this sort of thing. I rather like . it, you
know. I don't want to kill him, but I am going
to show him that he is afraid of me, since he
has said he wasn't.•
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The Apache looked at him in a surprised sort
of way, and then stepped back. But he still held
the ready revolver in his hand, showing plainly
that he was not going to miss the opportunity ot
dropping a Pawnee or two should anything
happen. There was no further preliminary about
it. The chief was ready, and so was Wild. They
stepped forward without either saying another
word, and the next moment the two steel blade&
clashed.
"Fix him up mighty quick, Wild," Cheyenne
Charlie called oµt, not showing that he was the
least bit worried as to the_ outcome.
Clash-clash 1 Again the blades came together.
The chief proved to be a wiry sort of fellow, and.
he leaped back and forth with considerable
agility. B 11t the young deadshot was now right
in his element. Many were the times that he had.
faced an Indian in that sort of a duel, and never
yet had he lost a figh't, or been badly wounded.
He possessed the skill and the contidence, and
being active and as strong as a young mountaiD.
lion, the boy really was what might be called invincible. At first he did not fight aggressively,
but gradually drew the chief on, until he got a
good opportunity. Then a lightning-like move
sent the knife flying from the chief's hand, and.
back he fell upon his knee.
"How. about it, Red Moccasin?" the boy callecl.
out, as he held the knife ready to strike. "Are
you afraid of me now?"
"Paleface boy heap much fight," was the reply.
"Answer my question. Are you afraid of me?•
"No afraid," came the reply, and the Pawnee
chief looked up defiantly, even though he must
have thought that death was at hand.
But Wild was not going to kill him.
"You are like the most of your race," he said,.
smilingly. "You are willing to die rather thall
admit defeat in a case of this kind. All right,,
Red Moccasin. You needn't tell me that you an
afraid of me. But I know yc,u are. I hold your
life in my hands, and you w-0uid die without resistance. But you want to live, just the same.
Now then, get up and mount your horse."
"Ugh!" .
A sigh of relief came from the Indian's lipr
as he slowly arose to his feet. No doubt he waa
more surprised than he had been when he first
found the paleface there to take sides with thr.
pursued Apache. Not another word came from
hi.3 lips, and quickly he turned to his horse anl
mounted.
"You can go now, redskins," the young deadshot called out, in his cool and easy way, as M·
thrust the knife back in his belt and turned ta
pick up his rifle. "But remember one thing. Il
the Apache squaw called Gold Fish is not delivered here· after sunrise to-merrow morning, we.
are going to clean you out, the whole bunch fL
you. Just remember that. It is Young Wild West
who is talking, and when he talks to redskins he
means business. Now then, away with you."
Down dropped the hands of the braves, and:
seizing the bridle-reins of their horses, the.r
turned and went galloping up the path. The
chief was the last to leave the spot, and as 1m:
did so he uttered a hoarse laugh, and shaking hill
knife defiantly at the young deadshot and hill
companions, he called out:
"Heap much paleface scalps pretty soon. Reil
Moccasin no afraid of Young Wild West."
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Cheyenne' Charlie raised his rifle as if to send
a bullet after the villainous redskin, but a motion
from Wild caused him to lower it again.
"Never mind, Charlie," the boy said smilingly.
"It's hard work to crush a redskin chief. He's
somewhat of a bluffer, but I reckon he won't be
hard to handle if we are compelled to get after
him. The Apache says there are but twenty of
1
them."
"One dead," Gray Owl spoke up, in a tone of
triumph, as he pointed to the body of the redskin that lay upon the grOUI\d.
"Meanin' by that, I s'pose, that there ain't but
nineteen left," said the scout.
"Maybe twenty. No more," was the answer,·
with a shake of the head. "Squaws and papooses,
dogs, horses and some bucks, that all."
"How far is the Pawnee camp from here?" Wfld
asked.
"One hour when horses go pretty fast. More if
they no go fast."
"All right. Now then, you come to our camp
with us. The chances are those fellows will be
after us before very long. We'll just make some
prepar::.tions."
The girls and the two Chinamen had been witnesses to what took place, but had not ventured
to leave the camp, though Arietta still had her
rifle m her hands when they returned.
"What is it all about, Wild'?" she asked, eagerly as she met her dashing young lover.
"l reckon we saved the life of an Apache, little girl," was the reply. "Quite a little romance
is attached to it, too, I suppose. I'll let him tell
his full story, so you can all hear it. We have
picked up the gist of it, however, and I am well
satisfied that he is a good redskin, and can be
tn1sted."
Gray Owl understood the · most of what the boy
said and he nodded in a grateful way and exclai~ed: ·
"Young Wild West heap much brave paleface.
Gray Owl will be his friend till he dies. He will
pay him in gold for what he has done. Then
maybe Gray Owl will get his squaw and go,back
to ·h is home and be happy."

CHAPTER III.-Our Friends Hear of the Hidden
Gold.
When he had told the girls that it was necessary
for them all to be on their guard against an attack from a bad gang of · redskins at l;}ny time,
Young Wild West bade the rescued Apache to relate his story. Gray Owl was more than pleased
to do this, and for nearly twenty minutes he
talked away, only pausing now and then to answer
a question that i:ome one put to him. The sum
and substance of the story he had to tell · was
about the same as h<! had already told to Wild and
his par1l1ers. He lived upon a reservation in the
western part of New Mexico. Gold Fish, the
Apache squa.w, was young and beautiful, as Inmans go, and she had accepted the oppo~tunity of
being sent away to a school where Indians were
taught to become ladies and gentlemen as well as
gain an education. It was while she was on the
way to this school, which was located somewhere
ihat Gray Owl could not tell, that the hold-uo

was made and the stage-coach robbed, she being
taken a captive by the Indian road agents.
Gray Owl had learned of this after a rather
long time through a letter that was sent to him
by his sweetheart, and he had set out, traveling
nearly all the distance on horseback, but part o1
it by ra:l, until he fh1ally found the rascally band
of Pawnees and discovered where his sweetheart
was being held. Only the day before had this
happened, hnd then his real troubles began, for
he narrowly missed losing his life, and was forcnd
to flee. He had hidden near -:-he PawI,ee camp,
however, and was making preparations to try and
get the squaw away that very afternoon when he
was discovered again by the Pawnees and the
pursuit l;>egan which ended abruptly at the bank
of the river, as has already been described<. When
he hati cc.,ncluded his story the Apache arose and,
turning to the young- deadshot, said:
"Me lmow where plenty gold is, Young Wild
\Vest. The palefaces like gold heap much. Indians like gdd heap much, too, but the brave
young paleface who is called Young Wild West
shall have the hidden gold of the Pecos."
"Pecos!" Young Wild West echoed. "You don't
mea;, the Pecos River, do you?"
"Yes, Young Wild West. This is the Pecos,"
and thC' Indian pointed to the stream of water.
"I know that very well, Gray Owl. But what
do you know about any gold being hidden about
here:?'>
''Mc find out last night when me hear the
Pawnees talk," was the reply.
"Do you mean to say that the Pawness have
hidden golct somewhere in the river?"
"The good chief and three of his braves take
the gold that the bad Pawnees steal from the
palefaces and hide it in the river. Then when
the:y no tell where they hide it Red Moccasin and
his bravtfa kill the good chief and the three good
braves. They no find the gold, which is hidden
in t4e river."
"If they cant' find it, how can we?" Wild asked,
the vestige of a smile on his face.
"Me find, so me pay Young Wild West for saving my life."
"Oh, I see. You are going to try and find
where the gold is hidden, and then give it to me?"
"Yes."
"Well, I hope you will be able to find it. Gray
Owl, but if you have no idea where to look for it,
other than that it is lying at the bottom of the
t·iver somewhere, 1 it hardly seems likely that you
will succeed."
"Me find out where the gold is very soon when
me get Gold Fish. She know where to look for
the hidden gold."
"Oh, that's different. The squaw you intend
to marry, and who is a prisoner in the hands of
the Pecos, knows the hidding-place of the gold,
then?"
"Yes. The good chief tell her before the bad
Pawnees kill him."
"That sounds a little better, I reckon," Chey•
enne Chai-lie spoke up, as he 1 looked at the young
deadshot. "I reckon it will be a whole lot to our
advantage to git that squaw away from them
measly coyotes."
"Quite an incentive, I should think, Charlie,"
Wild answer~d, in his cool and easy way. "But
I have heard enoui?h from Gray Owl to make me'
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feel as if we must get the squaw away from them, own hook. I am going back to that path and asanyhow. This story about the hidden gold of the cend to the high ground above."
Pecos may be but a myth, so we won't put too
"Let me go with you, Wild," Arietta spoke up,
much weight to it. But we'll sa-ye the squaw."
eagerly. "I am sure I will not be in the way."
"The gold is in the river," Gray Owl said, shak"All right, little girl. · I reckon you won't be in
ing his head in a positive way. "Me hear the bad the way, for I am not going very far. I simply
Pawnees say so, and Gold Fish tell me, too. Gold mean to go up the path to the edge of the woods.
Fish is a good squaw. Her tongue is not crook- We can both be very careful, so ii the redskins are
ed."
anywhere close by they will not see or hear us.
"All right, Gray OwL Now you can just make Come on."
yourself at home. I' am satisfied you are a pretty
Glad of the opportunity to accompany her dashgoo:! sort of a redskin, and you shall be treated ing young lover, even though it rmght be a danas such. It is getting dark now, and probably you gerous errand they were going upon, Arietta
,
haven't eaten anything lately. We have had om· sprang to his side.
supper, but I reckon it won't take our cook long
Then without saying anything further, Wild led
hungry?"
you
Are
to fix you up something.
the w!y along the bank of the river until they
"Me no eat much since yesterday," was the re• reached the path.
. The body of the dead Indian still lay there, and
ply.
just where it was, Arietta almost
"That means th~t you're about as hungry as a not knowing
half-starved bear, I reckon," the scout spoke up. stumbled over it.
"Oh!'' she exclaimed, in a startled way. "I for''Here, Wing, jest see to it that this redskin gits
a good feed. I never did put any stock in red- got that was here, Wild."
"Not so loud, little girl," was the reply. "Never
skins, an' I never will. But this here one seems
to be putty straight, an' since Wild thinks he's all mind the dead redskin. It is the live ones we have
right, I .reckon he oughter have enough to eat got to look out for now, you know."
Both the boy and the girl had their revolvers
while he's with us, if nothin' more"
.
use.
"Me fixee velly muchee quickee, Misler Charlie," ready for not
necessary for Wild to tell Arietta to
was
Wing answered, and then he began bustling about, doItthis.
looking over what had been left from supper.
She had been born and reared in a wild part of
It happened that there was quite a little veni·
son, and some corn muffins that were rather stale, the country, and she knew that when Indians were
which had been saved from the day before. In- on the war-path one had always to be' very careful.
_.._fter remaining there for fully a minute and
dians like coffee, as a rule, and there was plenty
of that in the kettle, which was still hot enough. listening, the young deadshot became satisfied that
All this time the young deadshot and his partners it was safe to go on up the path, so he promptly
haj been keeping a watch. But nothing had been startP.d to do so.
The two got all the way to the top without
seen of the Indians, so they simply had nothing to
do but to listen to what the rescued r( dskin had hearing or seeing anything that would convince
·
to say and talk themselves when they felt so dis- them that danger lurked near.
Then they suddenly saw a form skulking ofl'
po~ed. Gray Owl was soon eating ravenously of
the food tha.t the Chinese cook provided him with . . aiong tlte edge of a r.ow of bushes.
"Et," the young deadshot whispered, as he
Meanwhile darkness was now upon them. A few
stars could be seen shining here and there over- leaned over close to his sweetheart's ear, "that
head, and soon it would be impossible to dis- fellow knows we are here. I reckon we had better
get back again, for the first thing we know they'll
tinguish objects as far as across the river.
"Wild, the i.:cout said, as he walked over to be upon us."
Arietta nodded, and gripped her revolver a little
where the young dea<lshot was standing, "I reckon
them Pawnees won't bother with us until it gits tighter.
Then she permitted the boy to take her by the
good an' dark. We ain't fixed up much yet to keep
'em from doin' damage. S'pose we git at it now." arm, and back they went down the path.
They wer~ half-way down to the bank of the
"A good idea, Charlie, though really we haven't
a great deal to do in that direction. The fact is river when a small stone came rattling down the
that we are pretty well protected here, anyhow. descent.
However, there is a fallen tree over there, and if
Wild quickened the pace, pulling the girl along
some of the limbs were cut from it I am sm·e we with him, for he knew that at least one of the
could manage to drag it over and form a barricade redskins was following them
across ·the front of the camp.
They paused when they got to the level ground
Charlie gave a nod and promptly got an axe.
- below, and then plainly heard fr~teps.
Then he showed how well he could swing it, and
"More tha!1 one of them, little E;irl," the young
in about ten minutes the tree was trimmed suf- dea<lshot whispered, as he drew her ba.ek close to
ficiently for the purpose they needed it.
a big rock. "They are coming right on, too. But it
Gray Owl was still eating but when he· saw that s~ems strange that they should act. that way,
his sP.rvices were needed, he promptly ran to them. smce they must know that we saw them. We will
Even the girls assisted, and the result was that just stop right here. We'll have plenty of .chances
the tree was quite easily pulled to where they to get to the camp if anything happens."
wanted it.
Then he pushed the girl well back into file
"Now then, boys, the two Chinamen can help shadow of the rock, and dropped to a c:rouclhg
you, so just roll up all the big stones you can position.
The next moment two dusky forms ar peara-.b
get under the tree, where it doesn't touch the
·
.
ground. I am going to do a littlte scouting on my the starlight.
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It was easy for the boy to distinguish that they
were Indians.
But certainly they did not act as if they were
looking for any one.
On the contrary they seemed to be afraid that
they might be seen.
Arietta was watc-hing, too, hardly daring to
'breathe lest she might be heard.
But when she saw the two redskins stoop to the
ground and pick up the body of the dead Pawnee
she knew right away what their mission was.
They had not seen Wild and herself at all, but
it just happened that they were coming to carry
away the remains of their fallen comrade.
Wild was not relieved when he saw this, for the
fact was that he would have been rather pleased to
• have scrimmage with the Pawnees.
But since he saw what they were up to he remained quiet and permitted them to go on up the
path again.
"Well, little ~irl," he said, when their footsteps
had died out. ' I reckon we need look around no
further just now. It is evident that they want to
bury that body, and have waited-until after it got
dark to come and get it. We'll go on back to the
camp."
Arietta nodded, and then as the young deadshot
started toward the camp he gave utterance to the
old signal that was always used by himself and
partners after nightfall.
It was the imitation of the hoot of an owl, and
so perfect was it rendered that it would have been
extremely difficult for any one to detect the difference.
The signal was answered quickly by Cheyenne
Charlie ,and then Wild repeated it.
"Just as well to do this, little girl," the boy
said in a low tone of voice. "They hardly expected
us to come· back so quick, and if that redskin happened to be on· the watch and saw us coming, he
might mistake us for his enemies and open fire."
"I under stand, -Wild," she answered. "You were
very thoughtful in giving the signal."
,Charlie came from behind the barricade to meet
tliem.
"Got back mighty soon." he remarked, as they
joined- him. "Find out anything, Wild?"
"A little, Charlie," was the reply. "We had no
sooner got to the high ground above when we saw
one of the redskins sneaking about. We thought
we had been seen, so we hurried on down the path.
But we were mistaken, for right after that two of
them came down and after looking around to make
sure that everything was all right, they picked,up
the redskin that was shot by the Apache and carried away the body.
"I see," and the scout gave a nod of satisfaction.
"Some redskins is mighty anxious to bury their
dead. Well you ltjn bet your life that afore twenty-four hours is over there'll be a lot more of 'em
that will be ready for buryin'. Maybe, though,
there won't be nobody left to bury 'em. There
won't, anyhow, if I have my way about it, 'cause
when I see a red-skin with his war-paint on I feel
that it's my duty to put an end to him jest as
quick as I kin."
Wild did not attempt to argue the question with
him, but quickly joined the others at the camp.
A lantern had been lighted, but it was kept well
down behind some rocks, so nothing more than the
-iiare could be seen from a distance.

But since they were well aware that the villainous band of Pawnees knew exactly where the
camp was located, there was really no need of trying to keep it hidden form view.
When Wild and Arietta looked around and saw
Gray Owl sitting on a rock beside Hop Wah, and
both of them puffing at cigars, they could not help
smiling.
"Oh, they have become fast friends, all right,"
Jim spoke up, when he saw the two show surprise
and smile. "Hop has been telling the Apache a lot
of stuff about his wonderful uncle in China, and
he certainly has impressed him a w"hole lot."
"Getting ready to play some sort of a mean
trick on the poor Apache, I suppose," Arietta said.
"Wild, just warn him not to do anything of the
kind."
"All 1ight, little girl, I'll see to that part of it."
Then he stepped over and, laying a hand upon
the clever Chinese's shoulder, said:
"Now then, Hop, there is going to be no humbug to-night, so please remember it. Is that cigar
all right?"
"Velly goodee cigar, Misler Wild," and Hop took
the one he was smoking and held it up for inspection.
"I don't mean that one."
"You meanee um cigar me givee Misler Glay
.
·
Owl?"
"Yes, that's the one I mean."
"Velly goodee cigar, Misler Wild. No powdee;
no go bang! Velly goodee cig-ar."
"All right. Please remember now that you are
not to play a . joke on him."
"Me no do lat, Misler Wild. He knowee where
plenty gold, and me wantee findee.''
"He don't know where the gold is."
"Lat allee light, Misler Wild. But he gottee
velly nicee squaw, and she allee samee knowee.
Me helpee finde um gold lat hide in um liver."
Before anything further could be said a violent
crashin.~ sound came from directly above them,
and the next instant a huge boulder rolled down
and striking the projecting ledge over them,
bounded off and landed with a heavy thud upon
the ground.
"Take it easy, everybody," Yo.ung Wild West •
said, in his cool and easy way. "The redskins are
after us!''

CHAPTER

IV.-The Result
Attack.

of

the

Pawnee

What had happened so suddenly was qtl,ite
enough to strike terror to the hearts of o;rdinary
human beings.
But not so with Young Wild West and his
friends. In the first place they were so used to
all sorts of startling things and dangers of the
very worst types that it was next because a boulder had been sent crashing down for the purpose
of destroying them. In the second place they had
selected that very spot to camp knowing well that
it would be impossible for an assault to be made
upon them from above, or one that could do any
damage, anyhow. But it was plainly evident that
the villainous gang of Pawnees had sent the boulder down in the hopes of doing great damage.
This meant that they would undoubtedly make
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their appearance very shortly for the purpose of
finishing up the fiendish work they had begun.
"Heap much bad Indians!" Gray Owl exclaimed, his eye~ flashing in the light ,of the lantern.
"Pawnees want to kill the palefaces."
'
"That's right, redskin," Cheyenne Charlie re-torted, with a shrug of the shoulders. "But you
kin bet your sweet life that they ain't goin' to do
it. They kin chuck all the big stones down they
want to, but they can't hit us. N othin' short of
dynamite or nitro-glycerine would bust away that
big chunk of solid rock that's over us. Now then,
jest have your gun ready, an' maybe you'll git a
chance to git square on them fellers in mighty
quick time."
·
Wild walked over to where the lantern was resting upon the ground, and picking it up he went
over to a big rock, the top of which he could
handily reach. He placed the lantern there, and
as he did so he turned to his companions and said:
"That will show them the way to get here, and
at the same time it will give us a chance to pick
them off as fast as they come. It has settled down
for a real fight now, and I reckon we've got to
shoot to kill."
"That's the ticket, Wild!" the scout exclaimed.
"Let 'em come. The quicker the better."
Then they settled down to await the coming
of the redskins, for they knew they surely would
come sooner or later. Five minutes passed, during which they heard not a sound. Then suddenly
there was another crashing above, and down came
a big stone which struck so close to the rock upon
which the lantern was resting that it caused it to
fall off and become extinguished.
"Yell, boys!" the young deadshot exclaimed.
"Make it appear that we are all getting killed."
Then he led in a shout that made it appear as
if something awful had happened. Hop did not
fail to join in this, and the girls screamed as if
in terror.
"That will fetch them here in a hurry, boys,"
Wild said. "I reckon we can see them further
off if we don't have a light. We'll just stay here
in the dark for a while."
Two or three minutes passed, and then they ·
heard the rattling of dirt and stones which told
them plainly that the Indians were coming down
the path. Anna and Eloise each picked up a
rifle, for they felt it their duty to join in repulsing the Pawnees. The Apache had a revolver;
he got well to the front, and crouching behind the
tree which had been dragged up to afford a protection for them, he waited with the patience so
common to those of his race. But it was not long
that he had to wait, for half ·a minute later several dusky forms could be seen hastening toward
the spot. They were not making much noise about
it, which told plainly that they were not so sure
that any one had been killed. Straight for the
p_rotected camp of our :(.iends the redskins came.
Wild could easily count""them, and he found that
there were just nine, all of them brandishing
weapons. When they got to within fifty feet of
the fallen tree the young deadshot called out:
\
"Fire!"
•
· Every one in the party with the exception of
Bop Wah obeyed instantly. Crang, crang I Crack,
Q"ackl Cra-angl It was a fierce volley that the
Indians met, and only a few yells of fear and
pun resulted. At the time of which_ we write
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black powder was used- almost entirely, so the
smoke quickly obscured the Indians from the sight
of those in the camp. The Apache kept firing,
however, and it was not until Wild placed a hand
upon his arm and told him to stop that he seemed
to realize that he could no longer see the foe.
"Gray Owl," the boy said, in his cool and easy
way, "I reckon you are just wasting your cartridges. You can see what you are shooting at.
Another thing, I hardly think there is anything
alive for you to shoot just now. Seems to me 'that
nearly all of them must have dropped. Two or
three men have got away, as the yells would indicate, but I reckon we got the biggest part of
them."
.
,
"Ugh!" the Indian answered, with a shrug of
the shoulders. "Kill bad Pawnees heap much
quick. Now we go and get Gold Fish."
.
"Th t's just what we will do, Gray Owl. But
keep cool. Don't get excited over it. Your squaw
will soon be safe with you."
_The. dark eyes of the Apache fairly danced
with Joy. He seemed to place the utmost faith
in Young Wild West, and taking him by the hand,
!J.e shook it hea rtily and said:
"The brave palef,.ace boy and his friends will be
paid well for what they have done for me. They
shall have the hidden gold of the Pecos."
"All right," the boy answered, laughingly, as if
what had just occurred was of very small importance. "We are not by any means poor, but I reckon if we can find a treasure at the bottom of this
river we'll be glad enough to get it. Now then,
we'll go and see what damage has been .done. If
we find that .as many as half of the Pawnees fell
under our fire, .we'll follow the rest to their camp,
and then you can bet it won't be very long before
you'll have a chance to give your squaw a good
hug."
"Want a lantern·lighted, Wild?" Jim Dart asked from · the darkness a short distance away.
"Yes, go ahead; I reckon it's all right now,
Jim," was the reply.
"Me fixee velly muchee quickee," piped Wing,
the cook, and the next moment he struck a match.
A lanterir-was soon lighted, and placed so it
would shed sufficient light upon the scene for
them all to see what they were doing. Wild had
no idea of taking the lantern to aid him in finding
out the results of the volley that had been sent
into the ranks of the advancing redskins. Enough
light came from the stars for that purpose.
"Come on, boys," he said, motioning to Charlie
and Jim.
The two quickly followed him, and over the
fallen tree they went. The Apache was right after them, however, for he was bent upon getting
to the camp of the Pawnees as quickly as possible.
"There were nine of them coming, boys," the
young deadshot said, as he neared the spot where
he knew the fallen braves must lie. "We'll see
how many there are here now."
"There's two right there," the scout called out_
quickly, as he pointed directly ahead.
"Yes, and there's another one," Jim Dart added;
\ Pointing a little to the left. ,
"I see three more, I am certain," the young
deadshot declared.
Then they moved quick,ly to the spot, and discovered that there were i~st six Indians, all of
them stone dead, for they had been right in the
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face of the galling fire, and had no possible chance
of living through it.
"That's what I call putty good," the scout muttered, as if talking to himself. "Injuns with warpaint on hadn't oughter be allowed to live, anyhow. If there was twenty of 'em, as the Apache
said, there can't be but ten of 'em left, 'cause this
makes ten what's been killed."
"Right you are, Charlie," the young deadshot
.
answered.
"Hello, Wild!" the scout exclaimed, as if he was
surprised. "I reckon I must have been talkin'
aloud. I thought I was jest thinkin', that's all."
"Well, you were thinking about right. Now just
wait a minute till I tell the girls what to do in
case anyhing happens while we are gone. I hardly hink any of the redskins will be back here for
a while. If only nine of them made the attack you
can rest assured that the three who escaped death
are making for their camp with all possible
·
haste."
Charlie nodded, and then stood near Jim and
the Apache, while the young deadshot hastened
back to the camp.
"Girls," he said, in his cool and easy way, "I
am going to leave you here with tile two Chinamen. Just take care of the camp while we're
gone. That's all I need i,ay."
· "How many went down under our fire, Wild?"
Arietta asked.
"Six. Three got away, little girl."
"Oh! It's awful to have to commit such a
slaughter, but of course it couldn't be helped.
'l.'hey we;uld have killed us all, I'm sure, if we had
permitted them to get r ight into the camp."
"Hardly all of us, I reckon, for we can surely
put up a pretty good hand-to-hand fight, little
girl."
Then the boy laughed lightly and went on bacl<;,
quickly joining the three who were waiting for
him. Without any loss of time they hurried on
until they came to the foot of the path, and then
up they went, soon reaching the top of the ascent.
"Now then, Gray ·owl," the young deadshot
said, in a whisper, as he touched the Apache on
the arm, "you just show us the way to" the camp
•
of the Pawnees."
"Heap much quick," was the reply. "Young
Wild West, come on.".
Then he started off. at a trot, for he seemed to
know the way well, even though it was very dark
in the woods. He continued on what might be
called the deer path that ran down to the water
until something that had a strong semblance to a
trail was reached. The Indian halted here, and
after he had dropped upon his knees and felt
about the ground, he arose with an exclamation of
satisfaction.
"This way," he said, pointing to the left. "We
soon get there now."
Through the woods they made their way, not
being particular about the little noise they were
making.
"Hold on a minute," Wild said, suddenly. "I
think we are fools. Didn't you say it would take
an hour to ride to the Pawne camp, Gray Owl?"
"Yes," was the reply.' "Take maybe two, three
hours if we run."
"Well, I reckon we are not going to hoof it all
that distance. We'll go back and get our horses."
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.

"I reckon we are fools. But I was th,inkin' that
we might ketch them three what got away, an' I
forgot all about the Injun camp bein' so far.
Come, Jim, me an' you will go back an' git the
horses. It won't take more than ten minutes
_
afore we'll be back h ere."
"All right, Charlie," Dl'l.rt answer ed. quickly.
"You can stay here with Gray Owl, Wild."
"Might as well, I suppose," and the boy turned
to the right and sat down upon a log.
"You bring my horse, too?" the Apache asked,
as if he had his doubts about it.
"Sartin we will," the scout retorted. "There
ain't no use in all of us goin' back. One would
be enough, for that matter."
"But I'll go with you, Charlie," Jim declared,
so without any further delay the two started over
the back track.
The Apache was plainly impatient, for he did
not seem to realize that the delay would not
amount to half as much as it would if they continued on without the horses. Presently he came
over to the log, which was quite rotten, and sat
down near the young deadshot. Then he began
talking about the treasure he was. sure they were
going to find at the river bottom, and Wild lis- ,
tened to him and let him go on without saying
a word. Five minutes passed, and then a foot~all came to their ears. At first they thought
1t must be Charlie and Jim returning with the
hor!=les. but after listening for a few seconds they
decided that there was but one person coming,
and that he was on foot. It was not necessary
for the young deadshot to caution his companion
to be quiet. The Apache was well versed in woodcraft, and had experienced so much in the way
of meeting enemies in the dark that he knew his
business quite well. Nearer came the footfalls,
and presently they were able to distinguish a human form coming directly toward them. It was
an Indian, and he was limping showing that he
had been slightly wounded. Wild laid his hand
up~n the Apache's arm. meaning for him to remam where he was. Then just as the limping
r~skin was within ten feet of them the boy sudde:oly arose to his feet, and leveling a revolver at
.
the intruder, he exclaimed:
"Hands up, redskin! I've got you covered."
"Ugh!" came the startled reply.
"NevE:r mind grunting about it," and the boy
deliberately stepped up to him and pushed the
muzzle of his revolver against the redskin's
breast. "What are you doing here, anyhow?"
+he breath · came from the Pawnee in quick
gasps. It was evident that he was almost ready
to drop from exhaustion.
"Palefaces shot me," he tleclared. "Me no run. ·
Two braves run heap much quick. Me fall down.
Then me fix my leg -and come on.
The Indian had both hands above his head so
.Wild quickly relieved him cif his weapons. Then
with turning his head, he said:
"Come here, Gray Owl."
The Apache fairly leaped to the spot, revolver
in hand.
."Just tie this fellow's hands so he can't play a
trick on us," the young deadshot said, in his cool
and easy way.
While Gray Owl was doin'g his bidding, Wild
struck ,a match. He looked down and saw th@
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the Indian had a rough bandage about the calf the wocds told them that -there was a camp-fire
not far ahead. Then they brought their horses
of his leg.
"Bullet go through, but no touch the, bone," the down to a walk, and after the Apache had explainprisoner said, as he looked downward. "Heap ed that the camp was rlot more than a quarter of
much hurt, but me walk. Paleface boy no kill a mile ahead, they became more cautious. Slowly
they rode over the trail, and at length they
me."
"I reckon we won't kill you, redskin," the young near ed the edge of the woods.
deadshot answered. "I am n ot in the habit of doThe glare from the campfire ahead was a great
ing that to even bad r edskins when they are u~- , deal brighter now, and they could even see three
able to defend themselves. You had better sit or four tepees near it. Gray Owl brought his
down and rest. It won't do you any good to go horse to a halt, and then~ without a word disback to your camp, anyhow, for we are fioing up mounted. He folded his arms across his breast
there to clean out the rest of your gang. '
and waited until his companions had done likeThe Pawnee shrugged his shoulders and shook wise. Then lookfng straight at the young deadhis head at the same time. , It was evident that shot, he said:
"Young, Wild West say what he do."
he was disheartened and quite willing to give up
for good. Wild pushed him towar d the log, and
"We'll leave the horses right here," Wild
he womptly dropped down upon it.
answered. "Tie them so they can't stray, boys,
' One more of them, Gray Owl," Wild said, as for I expect we'll be back in mighty quick time.
1* nodded to his Apache friend. "He certainly Never . mind your rifles. Leave them wer your
will not do any harm for a while. We'll leave shoulders, and u se your guns if necessary."
him here with his hands tied. If he is lucky
The horses were quickly tied so they could be
enough to get them loose, all right, for he ·hasn't released instantly, and · then with the young t:eadanything in the way of a weapon to harm any shot in the lead the four started straight for
one with."
the redskin camp. As they neared it they heard
"Maybe better kill," suggested Gray Owl, who voices, and when Young Wild West suddenly realplainlv felt very bitter against the Pawnees who ized that they came from white men he was not
had kidnaped his squaw sweetheart.
a little surprised.
"No" the boy answered, sharply. "That
"Say, Gray Owl," he whispered, as he touched
would~'t be right. To kill a defenseless foe is the Apache on the arm, "are there any white men
nothing short of murder."
who belong to the camp?"
"Young Wild West know heap much," replied
"No," was the reply, while Gray Owl showed
Gray Owl, showing that he was willing to abide amazement.
·
by anything the boy said.
"Well," there are white men in the camp right
A few minutes later they heard the unmistak- now."
able sounds of horse's hoofs and then they knew
"Yes, me hear them talk."
·
that Charlie and Jim were coming with the horses.
"Which means that they must have arrived
This proved to be correct, for they appeared a here and cleaned up the redskins," Jim Dari
few seconds later. When they learned of the cap- spoke up, in a low tone of voice.
ture of the wounded Indian they were somewhat
"We don't know exactly what it means, Jim.
surprised, but did not think it of very much im- They
may be friends, or prooably foes, so we'll
portance.
be just as cautious as ever. Come on. We'll soon
,.
"Goin' to leave him l'l.ere, Wild?" Charlie asked, know
all about it."
as the young deadshot mounted his sorrel stallion
Then Wild started cautiously along the trail,
Spitfire.
"I reckon so, Charlie. It certainly wouldn't pay taking care to keep close to a fringe of bushes
us to tote him all the way to the camp that we that skirted the left side of it. His companions
in single file, and a minute later they
are going to make a raid -upon. He can shift for followed
were near enough to have · a good look at what
himself for a while."
"Me stay right here," came from the wounded v.as to be seen in the camp. Four white men
wbo had the appearance of being hunters were
Indian.
sitting on the ground. Near them stood a young
"All right. You can do that if you like. If squaw
who appeared to be full of joy. To some
we find you when we come back the chances are trees within
full light of the blazing fire five
we'll set you free, and let you go about your busi- Indians werethe
tied.
ness."
"Well, boys," the young deadshot whispered
All had mounted now, so at a word from the
young deadshot the Apache took the lead and r?de after he had taken in all that was to be seen,
away at a gallop dn the way to rescue Gold Fish, "it strikes me that those four fellows must have
come to the camp, while those who attacked us
the captive Apache maiden.
were down close to the river. They took the rest
by surprise and quickly got the best of them.
Maybe they have killed the rest, but there are
five prisoners, a s you can see."
CHAPTER V.-The Four White Ruffians.
"That's just what I counted, Wild," the scout
,answered, as though he thought it necessary to
Not once did Young Wild West's Apache friend make such a statement in order to bear out what
stray from the trail that le_d to the camp of the the young deadshot said.
redskin road agents. Sometimes he would slacken
"By the looks of those four men, I would take
the pace of his horse to a walk in order to get them to be rascals," Wild went on, as he again
bis bearings, and then he would dash off again at turned and looked at those who were sitting near
a good gallop. They kept on in this way until at the camp-fire. "The squaw seems to be very
length a bright glare through some openings in happy at being rescued, but that man sitting neaz
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"That's what we did. Ain't that right, boys?"
to her acts as if he might spoil her happiness
"You bet it is!" came the reply.
very shortly. There! I told you so."
"I'm glad to hear it. I suppose you know that
At that very moment the man he referred to
arose to his feet, and seizing the girl by the arm, the squaw was kidnaped when a hold-up was
drew her to him as if to embrace her. An angry made some time ago."
"Ye~, we heard somethin' about that, too . . We
exclamation came from the lips of Gray Owl when
he saw this and befor e he could be prevented he was goin' to take her to the sheriff, so he could
leaped for~aTd and dai:;hed right into camp , a see a bout sendin' her away where she belonged."
"You meant to do that, eh?"
leveled revolver in his hand. Wild knew that
"'vVe sartinly did, didn't we, boys?"
unless they acted qu.ickly the Apache might be
An affir mative reply came from the three imshot, i:;o without waiting an instant he sprang
mediately.
after him.
"How many did you shoot when you attacked
"Hey, there!" called out one of the astonished
men as the Indian spYang forward and pushed the camp?"
"You kin look around an' count 'em. One of
his ~evolver almost under the nose of the fellow
who had taken hold 0f the snuaw. "Look out, my pards said a iittle while ago that there was
six."
boys. There's more of 'em comin'."
.
"Shot six and have got five prisoners. Well,
The crashin"' in the bushes t},at fnngr d the I don't mind telling
that we cleaned out seven
camp evidently° canserl },Jro to say _thls. But wJ:,en of the gang, and leftyou
a wounded redskin with his
he saw Young Wilrl \Vest. and _},is partner s 1,ud- hands tied a few miles
from here. There are a
denlv appear in the glarmg light of the camp- couple more at la:rge, however,
so you had better
fire. ·he must have bePn mor0 surprise~,tha'.1- ever. look out."
"What are you fell ows doing her? Wild de"Only
left, eh? We thought as how there
manded. as he stenped forw1.rd, revolver in hand. must be two
more than that, from what the squaw
"Takin' care of things putty well, I reckon, told us."
young f,-.Jler," retorted the one who had made the
At that·m"ment Gold Fish, for it certriinlv was
exclanrnt;on. "Yon got here t00 ls te to do any · the squaw Gray Owl
was so anxious
rescue
good
We fixed things with the reoskin gang was talking delightedly to her Apachetolover
a
all right. Shot all but five 0f 'em, an' they're tied ~hort distance away. Neither seemed to realize
hard an' fast to the trees right here."
that there was any one l'lse there, so engrossed
"So I see. But what was that fellow trying were they. Wild walked about the camp, and
to do?" and the boy pointed to the man who h_:id finding only a couple of dogs that were cowerin~
released his grasp upon the sruaw and stood w1t,h in the bushes thoroughly frightened, he returned,
uplifted hands before the muzzle .of Gray Owl s and looking sharply at the four men, ~aicl:
revolver.
"There were squaws and papooses here, I
"Ha, ha, ha!"
believe."
It -was a forced laugh that came from this
"Yes, that's right, but we mad~ 'em light 011t.
fellow.
We didn't want to bother with them," came the
"You don't think it was wrong 'cause I wanted reply from the man who was evidently the leader,
to kiss the good-lookin' squaw, do you?"
he being the one who had attempted to take a
"It seems that there's a man here who thinks liberty with the squaw.
it was wrong," and Wild jerked his thumb toward
"What is your name if you don't mind teliing
the Apache.
me?" Wild asked. looking at him sharplv.
"Oh that's all right. l\'f:wbe she's his squaw.
"Of course I don't mind tellin' you what my
But that don't make no difference. Anyhow, it name is. I'm Sim Griffin, an' my regular business
didn't amount to nothin'. She seemed to act as if is a hunter an' guide. But for the last two weeks
she sorter liked me, an' I jes' couldn't help givin' I've been huntin' for the redskin road .agents.
her a kiss."
Found 'em, too, by jingo! Goin~ to have the re"But you didn't get the kiss, though, did_ you~" ward to divide with my pards."
Jim Dart observed, as he walked up to him, his
"You can have it all right, as far as I'm coneyes flashing, for he had made up his mind that cerned."
the man was nothing but a rascal.
"As far as you're concerned, eh? That sounds
"Thats' all right, kid. Never mind talkin' to funny for a kid. What have you got to say about
me about it. Of course if I'd knowed you was it, anyhow?"
watchin' what was goin' on. here I wouldn't have
"Nothing about the reward. But I think I'll
acted that way. But what does it amount to, have something to say about the squaw."
anyhow? She ain't nothin' but a low-down squaw.
"What are you meanin' by that?" Sim Griffin
Maybe you don't know the Indians we cleaned out asked, as he looked at his companions in surprise.
has been makin' a whole lot of trouble all along
"I mean that I'm going to turn her over to the
the trail. They've been makin' hold-ups an' redskin who is with her over there now. He's
shooting people right an' left, an' nobody has been the fellow she has promised to marry, and I
able to ketch 'em. The sheriff offered a reward reckon we'll let them go ahead and get married
for 'em, an' I reckon me an' my padrs is goin' just as soon as they can find any one who is
to git it now, cause we tracked 'em l\ere an' then elilRble to tie the knot."
gobbled 'em up."
' See here, young feller, I don't know who you
Wild shot a glance at Jim which meant for him are, but I reckon that we won't stand much of a
to go a little easy, and then he turned to the show gittin' the reward if we don't take that
squaw to the sheriff."
speaker and said:
·
"That's all right. We can't help that. You can
"So you tracked the redskins road agents to
go and tell the sheriff what you did, and that
their camp, eh?''
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the squaw is in our charge. He can find us them about it or not. I believe you said the gold
somewhere along the Pecos River, for we intend was to be ours."
"Me say that, and my tongue was not crooked
to remain around this section for a few days."
when me say it," was the quick reply, while the
"Huh!"
Indian flashed a look of defiance at the four
Griffin showed signs of being angry.
"Say, boys," he added, turning to his three com- villians, for such they surely were, as the young
panions, "are we goin' to let these fel¾ers t~p us deadshot and his partners were well satisfied by
this time.
what we've got to do, an' what we cant do?
Griffin shrugged his shoulders and looked at his
"I reckon not," one of them answered, quickly.
"They're altogether _too fresh, anyhpw. ~ho is three companions as if he expected them to say
this kid what's saym' all these thmgs, Jest as something that would help him out. But neither
of them ventured to make a remark.
if he was the boss of all creation?"
"I'll tell you who is, you measly coyote!" Che"Now that we know the business of each other
yenne Charlie answered, speaking for the first at the river, it is not necessary to say anything
time since they had arrived there. "It's Young further about it," the young deadshot said, after
Wild West, the Champion Deadshot. Now then, a rather lengthy silence. You fellows saved us
the trouble of cleaning out the redskin camp here.
put that in your pipe an' smoke it."
As the words left the · scout's lips the four men I am much obliged to you for doing it, and all
started violently. It was plain that they were I will say to you now is that so long as you don't
interfere with us we won't intefere with you.
astounded as well as dismayed.
"What'.s the matter with you fellows?" the I reckon that will be about all."
young deadshot asked, smilingly. "Act as if you
The boy now walked away from the quartet
had suddenly been taken with the chills and fever. toward the outskirts of the cam:p. He had heard
My name surely couldn't cause you to act this horses whining there a short time before, and
way."
he deemed it no more than right that he should
"Are you Young Wild West?" Sim Griffin obtain one that had belonged to the Indians so
answered, in a voice that trembled slightly.
that the squaw might use it to ride back to camp
"That's just who I am, Sim Griffin. Must have with them. He found the horses of the four
heard of me by the way you act."
white men as well as several Indian ponies tied
"Heard of you! I reckon we have. But say, in a ro:w among some trees. While it was not
don't be hard on us. We was only doin' the right very light there, it did not take the young deadthing an' we won't say no more. If you want shot but a minute or two to select a pony that
to take the squaw away with you, go ahead. But he thought-would be just the thing for Gold Fish.
there's one little question I'd like to ask you."
as she was called, and he at once proceeded to
"Go ahead and ask it, then."
make the animal ready to ride. There waa:
"You jest said that you was goin' to stay along nothing in the way of a saddle there, so he simpl:,
the Pec9s for a while. What's that for?"
folded a blanket, and placing it upon the horse'i.
"That's our business."
back, buckled it in place by means of a strap
"Oh it is, eh? Well, you won't mind if you that was conveniently at hand. That would be
happe~ to run across us along the river, too, will all right, he felt ·certain, for it would be a queer
you? We've got a little business there."
squaw indeed who could not ride an Indian pony
"Certainly we won't mind it. You ca~ go where bareback if it were necessary. As the boy came
you like. But now look here. I am gomg to ask back, leading the pony, Griffin, who seemed ti,
you a question, since you asked me one. You can be disposed to be contrary, stepped toward him
answer it if you like. J don't care wether you do and said:
or not."
"What are you goin' to do with that nag, kid?•
''What do you want to know?"
"I'm going to let the squaw ride it to our camp,"
"What business have you got along the banks was
the reply.
·
of the Pecos?"
"Don't you think the nag belongs to us?"
"Since you didn't answer my question, I s'pose
"No. I think that since the squaw has been held
I've got the privilege of not answerin' yours."
in captivity so long by the rascally Pawnees she is
"Certainly."
entitled' to it. . I suppose you would claim it
At this juncture Gray Owl came forward, lead- well
just because you surprised the camp and got
ing Gold Fish with him.
"Young Wild West," he said, shaking his finger the best of those who happened to be here at the
at the four men, "Gold Fish tell them of the gold time."
"That's jest it. Whatever we found here after
that lies at the bottom of the Pecos. They want
_ Iickin' the redskins belongs to us:"
to find.
. "Do you think that would work if you were totell the sheriff about it?" ·
"Never mind the sheriff. That ain't got nothin'
CHAPTER VI.- Ready to Hunt For the
to do with this here business. You ain't got nit
·
Hidden Gold.
more right to that nag than we have."
Wild was not greatly surprised at the words of
"Probably not. But I am in possession of it
the Apache brave. The fact was he had suspected now, so that settles it. The squaw is going to haw ·
right away that the four men knew SOJl!ething the pony, and I shall advise her to keep it as long
of the hidden gold of the Pecos when Sim Griffin as she wishes to. I told you a little while a~
declared that they had business which would k~ep Griffin, that I had nothing further to say. Now
them in the neighborhood of the river for a wlule. then, if you are wise you'll keep your tongne ,beThe boy merely smiled and nodded his head.
tween your teeth. If you don't, somethi~ ..m
'' All right, Gray Owl," he said, in his cool and happen to you."
easy way. "It matters little whether she told
"All right, Young Wild West. You may .......
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Champion Deadshot, an' able to lick three or four
men at one time, an' all that, but that don't mean
that you're goin' to have the upper hand all the
time. My turn will come, see if it don't."
"That's a threat, GHffin. I don't like to be
threatened. Now then, for the last time I'll tell
you to keep your tongue between your teeth."
It must have been that the leader of the qua1·tet was somewhat of a coward, for he remained
silent after that, not even saying a word to his
three companions. Gold Fish had been permitted
to keep the few belongings in the way of clothing,
etc., that she had with her when the stage coach
was held up, and when he'r Apache lover told her
to get them together, as they were going to leave
the camp, she hastened to do so.
She was not
long in the tepee that had been her quarters for
quite some time, and when she came out she had
the things in a small bundle. Gray Owl assisted
her ·to mount the pony, and once she had done so
he got upon the back of his own horse. Then
Charlie and Jim were not long in getting in the
saddle, Wild still remaining upon the ground.
"Griffin," the boy said, as he turned to his
horse, "I am going to leave it to you to take the
five prisoners to the sheriff. You say they are
road agents, and that a reward was offered for
their capture or extermination. Between now
and morning another will be here, I am quite sure,
and the chances are that two more may come
around so you can surprise and capture them.
But, anyhow, I mean to see the sheriff of this
county a little later on, and find out how you
have acted in the matter. Now then, I'll bid you
good-night. I won't say good-by, for I certainly
expect to see you again, probably before suns~t
to-morrow."
With that the boy swung himself gracefully
into the saddle, and turning the sorrel stallion
away from the camp, rode off without even looking behind. But this was not the case with
Charlie and Jim. They knew pretty well that the
four men were none. too good to open fire upon
them, if they had the chance, so they kept a sharp
watch, even unslinging their rifles apd holding
them in readiness. But Griffin and his men did
not move a foot from wh('!re they had been standing, and they were standing there still when
Charlie and Jim rode out of sight of the camp.
The Apache and his intended bride rode on slightly ahead, and Wild and his partners did not attempt to overtake them. They took their time
going back, and about half way to the spot where
they had left the wounded Indian, they met him.
When they noticed that his hands were no longer
tied, a halt was called, and Wild promptly began questioning him. At first the Pawnee refused to give a satisfactory answer, but finally
he moved up close. to. the young deadshot's horse
·a nd said:
"Red Moccasin, the chief, and one of his braves
find me and cut my hands free. They go on. Me
go back to the other Pawnees."
"Ah! So the chief escaped with his life, . did
,. he?" Wild said, showing considerable surprise.
"He go that way, for he heap much afraid of
the palefaces," the redskin declared, as he motioned to the south.
"Very well. You go right on .. You will find
those at the camp will be mighty glad to see you."
"Leg heap much hurt," declared the Pawnee,
u he looked down at his wounded member."

"Maybe you want one of us to let you have a
horse," Charlie said, a ring of sarcasm in his
voice.
· The Indian shook his head, and then without
another word trudged on through the darkness.
Knowing that the Pawnee chief and one of his
braves were somewhere about, and that they
might lie in ambush for them, Young Wild West
and his partners kept a good watch. The young
deadshot felt that he knew the way well enough,
so he forced the Apache and the squaw to ride
behind. But the journey back to the river was
made without seeing anything of the two redskins, and when they all rode into camp it was to
find everything just as they had left it, with the
girls bubbling over with anticipation.
"So you found her, Wild!" Arietta exclaimed,
when she saw the squaw ride into the light of
the lantern that hung from a ledge of rock.
"I reckon we did, Et, and we 'didn't have to
fire a shot, either, to get her away from the redskin camp."
"That is remarkable. Tell us all about it,
Wild."
"I'll do that quickly enough, little girl. But 1'1t
me introduce you to Gold Fish, the intended bride
of Gray Owl, first."
The Apache . assisted the squaw to dismount,
and then Wild gave her an introduction to the
girls. Whether it was on purpose or not, hu
omitted mentioning the names of Hop and Wing,'
who were standing by looking on expectantly.
"Whatee mattee, Misler Wild?" Hop asked, as
if he was considerably put out. "Me likee knowee
um velly pletty ledskin girl."
"Never mind, Hop.'' was the sharp retort.
"You must unde1·stand that the girl is going to
be the wife of Gray Owl · just as soon as we can
find a preacher or some one else who is authorized
to perform the ma1>riage ceremony. Now you
take my advice and keep away from her. If you
don't you and the Apache won't remain friends
very long."
· "Allee light, Misler Wild. Me no say somethling to um ledskin girl. Me velley goodee
Chinee. Me mindee my own business. Me go
to Sunday school in 'Flisco, and me knowee not
to do velly muchee wlong, so be."
Cheyenne Charlie sneered at this, for he well
knew that the Chinaman did not mean
word
of what he was saying. However, there was little
danger that he would do anything that would incur the displeasure of Wild's Apache friend.
There were. only two redskins at large who might
make trouble for those in the camp, but there
were four villainous white men to be reckoned
with, so they were not .g oing to be careless. Gold
Fish was offered a shelter in the tent with the
girls, and after she had spent nearly half an
hour at the water's edge, she went inside and
quickly changed her clothing. She refused to eat
anything, declaring that she had been well fed
at the Pawnee camp. Certainly she was a very
pretty Apache squaw, and she understood English perfectly. She sat down and talked a long
while, relating considerable about the gold that
was supposed to be hidden at the bottom of the
Pecos. When Wild learned that it was not in
the water itself tha~ the treasure was supposed
to be, but in what might be called a subterranean
cav.e, he was more interested than ever. This
much she had learned from her captors, simplJ.
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by listening to their conversation. But it seemed
that not one of them knew just where the treasure was hidden, any more than that the last seen
of the chief and those who helped him hide it
was at point near the foot of a rocky bluff that
was two or three .miles down the river.
This information was rather vague, since there
were rocky bluffs to be found on either side of
the river at different places. Gold Fish did not
eveti know which side of the water the particular
bluff was located upon. But Young Wild West
and his friends were not at all discouraged. Already they had determined to seek for the treasure, and not cease hunting for it until they were
successful in finding it. Such things made a
change in the ordinary run of their adventures,
and as has befor e been stated, the finding of a
treasure was always a pleasing thing to them,
even though they were not in need of the wealth
they might obtain from it. It was well on toward midnight when. the girls escorted the squaw
to the tent they occupied as sleeping quarters.
Then Jim was left to take first ~tch, while Wild
and Charlie sought their own tent.
"Come on, Gray Owl," the young deadshot said
to the Apache. "You can sleep inside the tent."
"No," was the reply: "Me want to s tay with
the paleface boy, and watch for the two Pawnees .
and the bad white men."
"That's all right. But he doesn't need you.
Come on. Do as I say."
The Indian bowed his head in submission, and
then without another word entered the tent. The
night passed without interruption, Cheyenne
Charlie relieving Dart when the time came, and
Wild taking the place of the latter well toward
morning, When he arose to do guard duty the
Apache was awake, and he slipped Qut of the
tent after him.
"Me no want to sleep any more, Young Wild
West," Gray Owl declared. "Me think heap much
and no want to sleep."
"All right. You can remain with me, then,
until breakfast time. Then when we have eaten
we'll set out to find the hidden gold."
"We find heap much gold. Young Wild West
and his friends take all the gold for saving the
life of Gray Owl and Gold Fish."
"I reckon we won't take it all, if we hap,pen
to find it," the boy answered, smilingly. ' You
are going to marry Gol<l Fish, and you surely
will find some gold quite handy. I reckon you
are not rich."
"Very little money," the Indian declared,
solemnly.
"Very well, then. Don't say any more about
it. If we are lucky enough to find the hidingplace of the gold, you shall have a good share
of it."
When daylight came the young deadshot was
not long in rousing the cook. Wing took pains
to awaken his brother, who was sleeping at his
side, and for a wonder Hop was not angry about
it. But the fact was the clever Chinee was a lot
interested in the hidden gold,. and was eager to
go in quest of it as soon as possible. However,
when he saw Wing grinning as he emerged from
the tent, he made up his .mind to lose no time in
getting square wih him. Knowing full well that
he had small chance of doing it very easily, he
thought for a moment and decided to get some
Clllle to unwittingly help him. Naturally, he se-
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lected the Apache for the purpose. After Wing
had taken his morning wash he promptly turned
his attention to preparing the breakfast. A fire
was started, and he was busy cutting up the meat
that was to be broiled and preparing the coffee
when Hop walked over to Gray Owl and engaged
in conversation with him.
"Misler Glay Owl," he said, as lie had talked
about the events of the night before for a minute
or two, "me likee you velly muchee. You givee
lis -to my fool blother."
The Apache did not quite catch his meaning
so Hope was forced to explain that his "foof
blather" was Wing, who was busr with the
cooking. Gray Owl nodded, and . toolc from Hop
a very small package which was wrapped up
with some tough leaves and tied with grass. Of
course Hop had prepared this on purpose to make
his intended victim think it was some sort of a
Gray Owl promptly
gift from the Indian.
walked over to the cook, and holding out the little
package, said:
"You take this. It is for you."
Wing looked surprised, but quicldy laid down
the knife he was using and accepted it, a smile
showing on his face at the same time.
"Velly muchee thankee, so be," he declared.
"You nicee ledskin, so be."
Gray Owl nodded, and started back for Hop.
But the Chinaman had gone down to the bank
of the river, and stood looking at the red glow
that had appeared in the eastern sky. However,
he did not fail to turn now and then and look
at his brother. Wing glanced about, and noticing
that there was nobody who appeared to be anxious for him to hurry along with the breakfast,
proceeded to untie the little package.
The grass- string was removed from it and the
leaves folded over. Then something popped Ufl
m his face, and a cloud of some so.rt of powder
filled his nostrils and temporarily blinded him.
It was nothing more than a quantity of red
pepper which was concealed in a Little box with
a , spring tittachment, and as the sprrng was released the pepper was forced upward in a cloud.
"Hip hi!" the Chinaman cried, and then he
began sneezing violently, dancing about like a
wild man as he did so.
Naturally, all hands were attracted to the spot,
and when they saw the peculiar antics of the
cook they were amazed for the moment. But it
dawned upon our friends quickly enough that
Hop had made his brother the victim of a joke.
The two Apaches could not understand what it
all meant, and they looked at the sneezing Chinaman in a sort of awe.
"What in thunder have you been doin' now?"
Cheynne Charlie demanded, 11s he ran over to
Hop .and siezed him by the ah.)ulder.
"Me no do somethling, Mlfler ('Jiarlie. My
fool blother allee samee g:i-fi,ee fit, so be. · He
sneezee him head off velly muche11 quickee."
ffRed pepper," Jim Dart called out, suddenly.
"Stronger than chained lightning, too. Don't get
too close to it, or we'll all be sneezing.
Meanwhile, Wing recovered sufficiently to run
down to the water's edge, and then after sousing
his face in the water several times, he managed
to appease the stinging sensation.
"Lat allee light, Misler Wild," Hop said, as
he pulled himself away from the scout and walked
over to the young deadshot. "Wing allee 1ramee
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makee fun of me, and wakee me upee. Me gittee
square. Um ledskin helpee me out He takee um
led peppee and gi'vee to Wing."
That was explanation enough, and the result
was that the young deadshot and his friends had
a hearty laugh, and the matter was explained to
the full satisfaction of every one with the exception of the victim of the joke, who promptly
returned to his cooking without making' a word
of protest.

been discovered. Urns and all sorts of ornamental
vases, some of them made of solid gold, too, have
been discovered in caves.''
"Aztecs made 'em, I've heard say," the scout
declared, as if there was nothing queer about it."
!'Yes, that's what they say. How do we know
but that this is not some sort of an Aztec treasure
that is hidden under the river?"
"We don't know, Wild, an' the squaw don't,
either. Them white galoots don't know, for that
matter. They simply have heard that there's gold
hid around liere somewhere, an' they want to git
CHAPTER VIL-Arietta Discovers a Passage.
it. We're the same way. We want to git it, too,
so you kin bet your life we're goin' to git it.
As long as ten minutes after the funny inci- That settles it, Wild. I feel it in my bones, so
dent smiles could be seen on the faces of Young there ain't no use in worryin' as to how or where
Wild West and his companions. Wing, for rea- we'll git it."
sons of his own, decided to say nothing further
The young deadshot smiled. Charlie was anyabout it. He \\Ylnt ahead with his prepltrations thing but an educated man, but he had ideas, and
for the breakfast, and in due time the announce- could think as well as any one, and very often
ment was made that the meal was in readiness. he was right in his conclusions, even though
The sun had not yet shown itself over the top of they seemed to be altogether wrong at first.
the high bluffs at the other side of the river, but Young Wild ~est hesitated about breaking camp.
it was up in all its glory just the same, and it If he did this and they were caught in some
was now as light as it would be during the en- place where they could not get to eover quickly,
tire day. The Apache and his sweetheart both they might be put to a loss, for certainly the four
showed that they possessed good appetites. They white men were villains of the worst type. Then
were as happy as they could be, too, for Gold again, Red Moccasin, the Pawnee chief, was still
Fish declared that sp.e had given up her intention at large and it ytas quite natural to think that
of going to the school the kind palefaces wanted he would be more anxious to find the hidden gold.
to send her to, and would become the bride of But even if the subterranean passage lay but a
Gray _Owl just as soon as the opportunity af- couple of miles from the camp, it would hardly
forded. Then she would settle down with him do to keep their headquarters there, since they
and live the same as the white people.
would be compelled to be away while making the
"Well, ooys," the young deadshot said, after . search. It was seldom neeessary for either Cheyhe had eaten breakfast, as he nodded to Charlie enne Charlie or Jim Dart to make a suggestion,
and Jim. "I reckon we have got quite a proposi- but when the boy had thought for two or three
tjon on hand. We must find some sort of a pass- minutes without saying a word, he decided that
age that leads down under the river. Just where it would be best to consult them.
it is we don't know, only that the squaw told us
"Now
boys," he said, as he looked at Wing,
that it is somewhere a mile or two below us who wasthen
away the last of the tin plates,
down the river. As usua_I, I suppose we will have etc., that putting
been u sed for the breakfast, "the
to trust a little to our good luck. We generally question ishad
whether we should break camp or keep
have plenty of it, it seems."
•
our headquarters
e while the search for the
"You kin bet your life we do, Wild," the scout hidden treasure isher,
going on.''
answered, nodding his head in a confident way.
"What do you think about it, Jim?" Charlie
"If there's any gold hid around this part of the
country we'll be the ones to find it. But I'm asked, turning to the Wyoming boy.
"I think Wild is the one to decide that," was
sorter thinkin' that maybe the whole thing is a
fool story, after all. In the first place, where did the reply.
"So do I. Do what you think best, Wild?"
the gold come from? The story goes that a chief ·
"All right. We'll break eamp, then, and go
who was very honest, and two or three redskins
who was about the same way, didn't want old down the river. We'll have to keep a sharp watch,
Red Moccasin an' the rest of the Pawnees to git though, for while we're making the seareh our
hold of the gold. They goes an' hides it under enemies might steal a march on us. Here, you
the river, an' then 'cause they wouldn't tell where two heathens, take down the tents and load the
pack-horses.''
it was, Red Moccasin puts an end to 'em in a
"Allee light, Misler Wild," came from Hop
hurry. Sorter seems strange to me that the Indians could git hold of anything like a pile of Wah, w.ho was but a short distance away. "Me
gold that was wo.rth while botherin' to look for." !bully uppee velly muchee quickee, so be.''
Wing got a hustle on himself and quickly put
"You have a right to think that way, Oharlie,"
Wild answered, after thinking a moment. '.'But away the cooking utensils.
Then Gray Owl and Gold Fish lent their asyou must remember that the mountains are'-full
of gold, and every now and then a rich deposit sistance, and the tents were quickly taken down
is found by some lucky prospector. Indians are and the two pack-horses loaded with the outfit. .
just likely to find a fortune in the wilds here as Wild and his partners saddled the horses, and in
a white man. Then again, years and years ago a short time they were ready to leave the sheltered
there were hdians living in these parts who spot under the cliff. .
eertainly were further advanced than they are
"Wild," said Arietta, as she rode up to the side
now. You know as well as I do that there are of the sorrel stallion upon which the dashing
different places througho~t New Mexico and Ari- deadshot was mounted, "this strikes me as being
lODa where oueer and artistic pieces of work have a sort of wild goose chase. We are looking for
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ilOme sort of a treasure, and we don't know just
where to find it."
"I reckon you're right, little girl," was the smiling reply. "But as I just told Charlie and Jim a
little while ago, we have g.ot to depend upon our
good luck, which generally sticks to us."
"That's it, Wild. I am going to help out in this
matter, and if I am not mistake I won't come far
from being the first one to set eyes on the hidden
gold."
The boy nodded and looked rather serious. He
knew pretty well that Arietta was very lucky in
that way, and he actually felt that what she said
was the truth. All hands rode along close to the
edge of the water, the two Chinamen bringing
up the rear with the loaded pack-horses, as usual.
The Apache brave and the squaw rode in between
Charlie and Anna and Jim ~d Eloise, and thus
they made their way along, the horses at a walk,
all of them keeping a sharp watch above them
for some signs of the enemy, which they knew
must be lurking near.
But no signs came to their ears save those made
by the rippling water in the river and the singing of the wild birds. The sun shone upOJ:!. the
picturesque party now, and any one to have
watched them as they proceeded along, two
abreast, would have declared it to be a true picture of life in the great Wild West. When they
!had gone perhaps half a mile down the river,
Arietta's quick eye detected high bluffs rising
almost perpendicularly from the edge of the flowing stream.
They were easily a mile distant, but showed
up above the lower lanci that lay between. No
trees or any vegetation could be seen at the tops
of these bluffs, either. Most of them had projections rearing many feet, some of them in the
form of pinnacles or church spires.
"Wild," the girl said, touching the young deadshot on the arm, "probably that is the place where
we must expect to find the way to get down under
the river."
"I was thinking of 'that, Et," the young dead~
shot answered, with a nod and smile. "We'll keep
on till we get there and then we'll halt and dismount. Probably there may be some sort of a
good place to defend ourselves in case "(e are suddenly attacked by our enemies."
"I'm sure we'll find such a place down there,
Wild. Why, just look at either side of the river.
,T herir are plenty of such places. Right here, for
instance, would be as good a one as we could, expect to find."
.
"You got that right, Et. Maybe we won't be
attacked very soon, for that villain called Sim
Griffin seemed to be a shrewd sort of fellow. If
he is at all wise he will leave it to us to find the
hidden gold, so he can surprise us later and take
it from us. Maybe that is the very scheme he
means to work."
"If it is he will never work it," the girl answered, with a confident nod.
While there was nothing that might be called
a trail running along parallel with the edge of
the river, they had no difficulty in progressing.
Sometimes they were compelled to go several
yards out of their way, but never did they get
further away from the riv.e r than a hundred feet.
The further they went the more steep was the
tiescent of the river, while it narrowed consider-
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ably. Bare rocks which cut the swift current and
caused the spray to dash up in all directions
could be seen here and there protruding from the
water, and just as they gQt to the foot of the
descent the stream became a regular. rapid"s.
"Well, little girl," the young deadshot said, as
he brought Spitfire to a halt, "I reckon we may
as well stop here. There is a fine place to leave
the horses right in there. It really is a little ca'fe,
and I hope that we have come to the right place,
for no better spot could be found to pitch our
camp until the gold is found. This is even better
protected than where we remained last night." ,
"Much better, -Wild/' the girl declared, as she
slipped from the back of her horse and landed
lightly upon the ground.
The face of the ragged bluff did not extend
more than five hundred feet, and it happened that
it ran along in almost a straight line, the river
at the further end probably being easily ten feet
lower than where they halted. Wild promptly
passed the word, so all hands dismounted and
turned toward the shallow cave. There was not
much in the way of grass or other vegetation that
the horses might feed upon, but the young deadshot knew that they would not have to go vecy
far to get all they needed. They did not unsaddle
the horses, nor did they put up the tents, though
the loads were removed from the backs of the
pack-horses, since it would be cruel to cause them
to remain very long standing.
"Now then, heathens," the young deadshot said,
shaking his finger at the two Chinamen. "I want
you to be ready to load the pack-horses at a moment's notice. You know what that means."
"Me knowee, Misler Wild," Hop answered. "We
no go velly far from here, so be."
"That's it exactly. We are going to start on
the real hunt for the gold now. Boys," and the
young deadshot turned to his partners, •tone of
us must be somewhere close to this spot all the
time. Jim, I will leave it to you to remain here
with the girls while I take Charlie and the Apache
and begin the~ search."
"All right, Wild," Dart answered, quickly. "You
know well enough that I am satisfied and willing
to anything you suggest."
"I don't intend to remain here, Wild," Arietta
said, looking at the young deadsot as if she were
surprised. "Didn't I tell you that I expected to
be the one of the first to set eyes on the gold?"
"All right, Et," was the smiling rejoinder. "I
suppose you will have to accompany us, then."
Arietta then turned to the squaw and asked her
if she thought they were anywhere near the spot
where the gold was hidden under the river. But
the Indian maiden shook her head and declared
that all she knew was what she had heard th~
Pawnees talking about. But as she looked upward she declared that she thought it must surely be the place. ' This was only guess-work, of
course, so there was really nothing to be gained
from what she said. Wild took a pick from the
outfit they had with them and started to look
about among the rocks at the foot of the bluff.
There were many of them there, so many, in fact,
that it might be said that nothing but rocks of
all shapes were to be found.
However, if they had chosen to continue on
further down the river they could easily have
taken the horses there, since by turning this war
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and that an easy passage would be found. The lie and Jim near he:r, Gray Owl gave a startled
young deadshot hardly expected to find an open- exclamation and leaped for the girl's rifle. They
ing that led downward into the earth, or one that all turned in time to see him grab it and throw
was passable. If such a place existed the Indians the butt to his shoulder. Then a sharp report rang
who had hidden the treasure there surely must out, and the ne:ii:t instant ther.e was a rattling
have known it. That was why h~ took the pick above them, and then down came the body of a
with him.
.
man, turning over and over in the quick descent.
"Charlie, just use your eyes for all they are
"Ugh!" exclaimed the Apache. "Bad paleface
worth," the boy said to the scout, as the two came want to shoot Young Wild West. Me see him
to a stop where a number of huge rocks seemed creep on the ledge up there, and make ready with
to have been piled up at some time by the force his rifle."
of nature.
"You kin bet your ljfe I will, Wild. I've noticed
that the river ain't more than twenty feet wide
CHAPTER VIII-Jim Meets With Bad Luck ,
right here, an' there's sartinly a pile of water
comin' down. A regular rapids, which a canoe
couldn't live in more than two seconds."
Young Wild West was astounded at the sudden
"Well, we have no canoe, so we won't try and action of his Apach#! friend. But the brief exfind out just how long it could be kept right side planation Gray Owl had given told it all in a
up in the river. What we are looking for is an nutshell. There lay the body of a man, an·d there
underground place. Now then, look into every was no doubt but that he had been in the act
niche and cranny you come to, and if you see any- of firing a shot at them. Naturally the first
thing like a cave just let me know."
thing our friends did was to get to cover, for
The Indian had dropped upon his hands and they knew there must be more of their enemies
knees and was searehing about, particularly close above. But if there were they were keeping very
to the foot of the steep cliff, which at that point quiet, for not a sound could be heard that would
reared itself to a height of two or three hundred indicate their presence. Once they stood under
feet. Cracks and crevices were of course to be the cliff Wild looked at the lifeless body that lay
found in plenty, but each of them showed that within a few feet of them.
the fissures did not extend very far. Arietta kept
"One of the four men we met at the redskin
close to him, while Charlie proceeded on further camp last night," he said, coolly. "How did you
down. Wild kept moving on, peering into every come to see him, Gray Owl?"
opening he saw, and just as he was making an
"Me look up and rii.e see. He creep along so
examination of one particularly large one an he get a good shot. Once he raise his rifle, but
exclamation of delight came from the lips of he stop and then come a little closer. Me get the
Arietta. She had simply been following the boy paleface maiden's rifle heap much quick, and me
as he moved along, and had stopped ten feet be- shoot."
hind him.
"An' you shot straight, too, blamed if you
h
didn't," the scout declared, looking at him with
"What is it, little girl?" the young deads ot something like admiration.
"I reckon you're all
asked, quickly, as h·e hastened to join her.
right, Gray Owl. I never did have any use for a
"Here is . somethi.ng you missed, 1 think," she redskin, whether he had his war-paint on or
answered. "Just put your pick in this crack. I
looked in; and when I noticed that this rock is w h eth er h e did n 't· But you ,re one of the mighty
not more than three or four inches in thickness, few of 'em what kin be called good ones·. That
and that it is very dark beneath, it occurred tu measly coyote sartinly meant to shoot one of us,
most likely, Wild."
me that there was a cave down th ere."
"He want to shoot Young Wild West," declared
The boy dropped upon his stomach, and placed the Apache. "Me see him look, and me know."
his hands close to the crevice she referred to.
Wild waited for fully ten minutes, and not hear"By jingo!" he exclaimed. "How did I miss ing any sounds ·from above, he stepped out and
that? I looked there, too, but I took it for grant- then looking upward shouted:
ed that it was nothing more than an ordinary
"Say, you fellows, I reckon you might as well
crack which did not extend more than a foot or show yourselves. You're after us, I know, but
two. Just step out of the way, Et, and I'll mighty you'll never get us. We'll shoot you down just
soon find out what it amounts to."
as fast as you show up."
The girl did as he said, and then thrusting the
The words had scarcely left the boy's lips when
piclt into the crack, the young deadshot put his a huge stone came down, striking within a few
strength upon the handle, which acted as a lever. feet of him."
Much to his satisfaction the flat rock Arietta
"This way," Wild said, pointing in the direction
had discovered raised easily.
of the place where they had left Jim with the
"Come here, Charlie," Wild called out, some- two Chinamen and the girls. "Maybe we'll get a
what excitedly. "You come, too, Gray Owl."
chance to get a shot at them."
The scout and the Indian quickly ran to the . ·
They all hurried along, keeping close to the
spot. Then having a chance to get a good hold bluff, and wpen they had gone about fifty feet
upon the rock, they easily turned it over, and the Wild looked up and knew there was no possible
mouth of a dark passage was disclosed, which chance of anything being hurled from directly
ran down in slanting form directly toward the above t;hem, since a sharp pinnacle arose at the
river. Arietta had not neglected to bring her topmost point, and there was no evidence of anyrifle with her. She had leaned it against a rock thing lik~ a ledge back there. But he saw the
a short distance away, while the big flat stone ledge the victim of the Indian's bullet had ocwas being raised. While she was looking into cupied a short time before. It extended along
the opening that had been discovered, with Char- several feet to an opening, and the boy knew righfi
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away that it must be there that the villains were
lurking.
"What happened, Wild?" Jim Dart asked, as
he came part of the way and stopped.
"We got one of the four we met last night,
Jim. He was just going to take a shot at us when
dray Owl saw him, and r/e grabbed Arietta's rifle
in a jiffy and brought him down. Come here; I'll
show you where they are."
Jim walked over, and the young deadsot quickly
pointed out the opening at the end of the ledge.
"They must have found a way to get down
somehow," Dart said, shaking his head. "I would
never have thought that any one could get down
to that ledge. But I see the opening there. Probably it extends on upward, or maybe to the other
side of the ledge of rock. It make no difference
just how they got there, but they're there. One
of them got shot, and just now a bi~ stone was
sent down to crush us. Now then, Jim, since we
know just where they are, I reckon we'll be able
to go ahead and explore the passage we discovered."
"Did you find a passage?" Dart asked, eagerly.
"Arietta found it, and by the looks of it I
reckon it must run directly under the river."
"That's where the gold is hidden, then."
"I suppose so. But see here; you see that place
up there? Now all I want you to do is to stand
right here and keep a watch. The instant a man
appears you can drop him. He certainly must
come out upon the ledge before he can get a shot
at us below. Now then, we are putting our lives
in your hands, and you know what to do."
"Me stay, too," the Apache spoke up, as he
looked at Arietta's rifle, which he still held in his
hands.
"All right, Gray Owl," the girl answered,
quickly. "You keep the rifle for a while."
"Rifle heap much shoot straight," the Apache
answered.
"You're a pretty good marksman, that's sure."
They remained there for a few minutes watching the opening above.
But if the villains really were there yet they
were wise enough not to show themselves. Then
Wild decided that it would be safe to go ahead
and explore the passage. Followed by Arietta
and Charlie, he proceeded back to it, while Jim
and Gray Owl stood on the watch.
"Wild," Arietta said, as she knelt down and
looked toward the dark opening below, "that Indian ce1·tainly can be called our friend. It is more
than likely that the villain would have succeeded
in , shooting you or one of the rest of us if he
hadn't acted so quickly."
"No doubt· about it, little girl. Gray Owl i., our
Apache friend, all right."
It was damp and noisome in the passage, as
Wild and his two companions could not help
noticing. This was enough to give them the impression that it really led under the bed of the
river. After looking 1..p the ledge and seeing no
signs of the villains who were after them, the
young deadshot waved his hand to Jim Dart to
let him know that it was all right, and then he
abruptly entered the passage.
"Come on, little- girl," he said to his sweet,.
heart. "I reckon you can get down here all right.
Charlie can follow you."
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"You kin bet I'm comin'," the scout answered,
as he assisted Arietta to step down upon a rock
that seemed there for that purpose_.
Wild went on for about a dozen feet, and then
he saw that the passage verged slightly to the
left. It was quite steep, too, but could easily be
descended. But when he made the turn he found
it was so dark that he could not see a dozen feet
ahead of him.
"I reckon we ought to have a lantern," he said,
turning to the scout.
"I'll go an' git one," was the quick reply. "You
kin wait right here."
Charlie quickly turned and retraced his steps.
As he emerged from the opening the sharp
report of a rifle rang out and a bullet whizzed
past his head. The shot had not come from above,
but he knew the direction it was fire from, and
naturally turned quickly. He was just in time to
see a skulking form get behind a rock close to the
edge of the river about two hundred feet distant.
"Hey, Jim!" he called out, "did you see that
feller?"
"No," was the reply.
"Well, them galoots has got down from above,
an' one of 'em jest took a shot at me.
"We heard the shot fired and knew it was meant
for you," came the reply. "But what is the
trouble?"
"I want a lantern, so we kin see our way
through that blamed passage. Jest keep a watch,
so they don't git a chance to pop me over afore I
git to you."
Jim and the Apache stood with their rifles ready
to ftre at an instant's notice, and after making
sure that there was nothing to be seen of the
three villains he knew were so close at hand, the
s~out crept away from the mouth of the passage
and began making his way cautiously toward the
watching two. Nothing happened, so he got to
them easily enough. But the moment he did so
two shots were heard, and the bullets hit the rocks
near them. They could see where they came from
but not the least sign of those who had fired
them.
"I reckon we had better get back a little, Jim,"
the scout advised. "They've got 'behind them big
rocks over there an' they're shootin' between the
cracks."
"Right you are, Charlie," Dart answered, and
th,_en he promptly withdrew.
They went back until they were within a few
yards of the girls, who were unable to see what
was going- on, since the wall of rock that formed
part of the shallow cave prevented it. Charlie
quickly related how they had found a passage
which went on down and undoubtedly under the
river bed.
·
"Maybe ·wild an' Arietta ain't been able to hear
the shots," he added. "If that's the case they'll
be comin' up to find out what's keepin' me Go long.
I reckon somebody has got to git back there an'
let 'em know about it."
.
"Me go," spoke up Gray Owl, eagerly. "Me
take lantern and go heap much quick."
"If he's willing to go you had better let him
Charlie. I think you and I will be better abl~
to take care of those fellows," Jim advised.
'.'All right/' was the reply: "Go ahead, redskm. Be mighty careful they don't pick yoa ofl
afore you git there."
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Gray Owl smiled scornfully, showing that he
had no fear of the bad white men, even though
they were secure behind the rocks. Hop quic~ly
furnished him with a lantern and then handmg
over A:rietta's rifle, the Apache drew his revolver
and set out, crawling along straight to the bank
of the river, where he knew he would have a better chance of reaching the desired point. Charlie
and Jim crouched behind a rock, their rifles ready
in case the villains opened fire upon the Indian.
They knew the exact spot where shots were likely
to be fired from, and kept their eyes fixed upon it.
Meanwhile Gray Owl showed all the caution his
race is noted for. He crept along, almost flat upon
the grcund all the time, making rather slow progress, but nearing the mouth of the passage at each
move he made. Whether the hidden villains were
unable to see him or not can only be surmised, ·
but anyhow no more shots were fired, and the
Apache succeeded in getting where he was aiming
for. Charlie and Jim were somewhat relieved
when they saw him disappear into the opening.
"He's got there, all right," the scout said, with
a nod of satisfaction. "Now then, Jim, I reckon
we had better git after them measly coyotes1 an'
make short work of them. Sartinly we won t be
able to do much if they keep hanwn' around
waitin' for the chance to pop us over.'
"You're right on that, Charlie. I was just
thinking of how we might be able to get at them.
A short distance back of here I noticed that there
was a way to get pretty well up to the top of the
bluff. Suppose you stay here and keep a watch,
while I try my luck in that djrection. If I could
work my way up there I could easily find how
they got down. Then I think I could easily take
care of them."
"That's what I call a mighty good idea. Go
•
.
ahead."
Jim gave a · nod and then turned and walked
over to where the two Chinamen and the girls
were anxiously waiting. He told them what he
intended to do, and after assuring Eloise that he
would not run into any unnecessary danger, he set
out along the foot of the cliff. Jim had made no
mistake in saying that he had noticed a place
where it would be easy to ascend to the high
ground above.
It was not more tha'Il a hundred yards from the
shallow cave they had selected as a temporary
headquarters, and once he got there he lost no
time in starting upward. The further he went
the easier it became, and in a very few minutes
he found himself out of sight of the river and
what lay beyond, since an irregular formation of
rock ran along the extreme edge of the bluffs and
shut off all view in that direction. The boy
quickly discovered fresh hoof-prints as . well as
those made by boots, and then he knew th!!,t the
four villains had been there. But there were only
three of them left, and he felt equal to the task
of overcoming them, should he suddenly come upon
them.
With the tracks to guide him, he continued on
until he knew he must have gone far enough to
be well past the spot where the shots had been
fired from below. Then as he turned an angle of
rock and shrubbery which happened to be there
he came upon four horses that were tied to the
bushes. A couple of blankets lay upon the ground,
and also some cooking utensils, so it struck him

right away that Sim Griffin and his men must
have decided to stop there for a while. After
taking a good look at his surroundings, the boy
made a mpve to pass on, so he might find a way
to get down to the edge of the river. But at that
very moment a footfall sounded near him, and he
quickly drew back behind a sheltering rock. ·He
was not a moment too soon, for the tufted head
of an Indian chief appeared, and Dart instantly
recognized Red Moccasin, the Pawnee chief.
All Indians look alike, it might be said, but it
was the chief who had done a lot of talking after
he was prevented from disposing of the pursued
Apache. Behind Red Moccasin came one of his
braves, who looked somewhat bedraggled, but apredpeared to be ready for business. The
skins paused and when they saw the four horses
tied near at hand they nodded and conversed in
whispers for a moment, and then started toward
them. Jim was undecided just what to do. He
knew very well that the redskins were as much
their enemies as the white men were. If they
meant nothing more than to steal the horses of
Sim Griffin and his gang and go away with them
it would be all right.
But since they were anxious- to find the hidden
gold he quickly decided that they would hardly do
this. The boy made up his mind to surprise them
and take them prisoners. The chief and his brave
stepped over to the horses, and looked them over
as if they were thinking of purchasing them, but
wanted to make sure that they were all right.
Then Jim stepped softly from behind the rock
and, revolver in hand, tip-toed his way toward
them. He was within ten feet of the two before
they saw him.
"Ugh!" came simultaneously from the pair, foi
it happened that both turned at the same time.
"Hands up, redskins!" Jim exclaimed, in a low
but commanding voice, "I've got you dead to
rights. Just make one little move and you'll both.
die."
Taken completely by surprise, the Pawnees
obeyed the command. Dart knew he had cunning
villains to deal with, and he wished at that moment someone was with him. But he had started
in to make the two redskin prisoners, and he was
not going to back down.
"Say, redskin," he said, nodding to the brave,
for he appeared to be more ready to surrender
than the chief, "put your gun and knife on the
ground, and be quick about it."
"U~h!" came ~e !~ply, and then slowly the
redskm lowered his right hand, and did as directed.
Jim saw that all the weapons he had were a re- volvcr and knife, and once they lay upon the
ground at his feet he told the Pawnee to relieve
the chief of his weapons. As the "brave made a
move to do this Red Moccasin macle a sudden
spring, and with remarkable quickness struck the
revolver from Jim's hand. Even though his com•
panion must have been surprised at this sudde11i
move, he was ready to lend his assistance. Ha
made a grab for the boy's legs and a second la~
Jim was lying upon tlle ground, while the hand ot
'. •
the Pawnee chief was gripping his throat.
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CHAPTER IX.-The Gold Is Discovered.
Wild and Arietta went back through- the pas-,,
sage a short distance where it was lighter iq;
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await the return of the scout with the lantern.
Being under the ground, they had failed to hear
the shots that were fired, so were ignorant of
anything being wrong outside. When they finally
heard someone coming down the passage they
peered tllat way, and when they ·saw it was not
Charlie but their Apache friend, both were somewhat surprised.
"Plenty shoot outside," Gray Owl said, in a
low voice. "Me come with the lantern."
,T hen he quickly explained just what had happened.
"So the rascals have got down from the top of
the cliff, have they?" the young deadshot said, in
his cool and easy way. "Well, that's all right,
~ Gray Owl. You have got the lantern here, so we
may as well explore this passage and look for the
gold that's supposed to be hidden down here."
i,we find heap much gold," the ll!'dian answered confidently.
Then he raised the globe of the lantern, while
Wild struck a match. Almost the instant the
young deadshot did this he saw that something
was wrong.
"This lantern is no good; Gray Owl," he sai~,
turning to the Apache, as he held the match so 1t
could be seen. "There is no burner or wick to it,
and not a drop of oil in it. Who gave it to you ?l'
The Apache explained that Hop had given him
the · lantern, but that he had not thought to look
to see if it was all right, taking it for granted
that it was.
!'Too bad!" Arietta exclaimed. "After we had
such · a difficult time in getting here without being
shot at by the ruffians. It must be that Wing
had started to put oil in the lantern and then
turned his attention to sotnething else, and Hop
thought it was all right."
"That's about the size of it, little girl," Wild
answered, with a shrug of the shoulders. "But
even, though you have guessed it exactly, 'w e are
not benefited by it any. Here we are in this dark
hole, with no means of seeing anything except
when a match is struck. The fact is I haven't a
great many matches with me."
The boy then struck another match, and walked
to the turn in the passage. Arietta was rig-ht at
his side, and suddenly she called out excitedly:
"Look at that, Wild. This is an Aztec cave, I'm
sure."
She was pointing directly at a corner of rock
which was carved in fantastic fashion.
''Right you are, little girl," and the .boy quickly
lighted another match.
That it was some sort of outlandish inscription
that was carved upon the rock he well knew, but
he did not undertake to decipher it, for that
would hardly do any good. The Indian remained
silent for a moment, and then he began feeling
a:bout the niches that were to be found on
both sides of the passage. Suddenly he gave an
exclamation of delight, and pulfed forth a stick
that was about two feet in length. The match in
Wild's hand expired just then, so he quickly
lighted another. Then much to his satisfaction
he found that the stick was really a torch, since
the-re was a mass of resinous stuff at one end of
it. · It had been lighted before, but not very long,
for- there was enough of ·a combustible matter
#:there to burn for quite a time, he was sure. After
one or two attempts he got it lighted, and then it
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blazed up, emitting a stream of black smoke that
would have stifled them had there not been a
draught through the passage.
"We'll leave the lantern here until we come
back," W·ild said, as he raised the torch above
his head. "Come on, little girl. We are now on
the eve of an important discovery, I feel certain."
"I feel the ·same way, Wild," the girl answered,
her eyes sparkling with delight. "My! but what
a queer adventure this is."
"No more queer than many others we have come
upon. Come on, Gray Owl."
"Me come heap much quick," the Indian replied, and then all three proceeded on through the
passage, which in some places. was scarcely wider
than three feet, while at others it branched out to
three times that width.
Down they went until they knew that they must
be at least twenty feet below the surface of the
water .,in the river. That they were under the
stream they were sure, for even though the passage had branched a little to the left, they must
surely be a dozen or more feet away from the
bank. Suddenly they emerged into a rather broad
cavern. The ceiling was about ten feet above
their heads, and was ;:eeking with moisture. But
there was nothing to be seen that would indicate
it had ever been entered by a human being. The
rocky flooring was uneven, .with sharp projections
here and there, and they had to be careful as they
walked on through. A dozen feet further and
they found themselves at the mouth of another
passage similar to the one they had left the other
side of the subterranean apartment. Wild led the
·way into this, and they went on for a distance of
about forty feet, and then came to the end of the
passage. The boy fe:it about, but could di1;cover
nothing but solid rock. He even tapped upon it
with the butt of his revolver. But the sounds
that were emitted convinced him that it was useless to try and proceed any further. Nothing
short of a dynamite blast could force the way in
that direction.
"Little gii;l," the young deadshot ·s aid, as ·he
turned, and looked into his sweetheart's face, "I
reckon that my discovery hasn't come to hand
yet. Rather looks as if the hidden gold of the
Pecos is a myth, or that we haven't come to the
right place to find it."
"Oh, I'm sure it is down here somewhere.
Wild," the girl answered quickly. ."We must look
for another part of the cavern. There must be
other parts to it, you know."
"Must be, eh?" and the boy laughed lightly.
"All right. We'll do as you say."
Then they turned and retraced their steps to a
large space that must have been nearly under the
very centre of the river. The Apache promptly
began feeling about the rocky walls. He took one
side, while Wild and Arietta went to the other,
examining everything that looked like a crevice.
They were more than half way around, and were
aoout to meet the Indian, when suddenly the latter gave _vent to an exclamation of delight.
"Me find!" he exclaimed. "Show the light,
Young Wild West."
Wild almost leaped to his side. The Apache
had his arm thrust into an opening, which was
not more than a good-sized hole not large enough
for a J?erson to crawl into. But he was pulling as
if trymg to dislodge something, and just as .the
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boy made a move to help him there was a grinding

n01se and a portion of rock gave way and tumbled
to the rocky floor of the cavern, narrowly missing
Arietta's feet.
"This might mean something, Et,'' the young
deadshot said, as he leaned forward and held the
torch into the opening. "By jingo! I believe it
does, too. Here is another passage."
"Me find," said Gray Owl jubilantly. "Indians
here many, many moons ago. Heap much gold
pretty soon."
Wild crawled into the opening without any hesitation, Arietta following him. The Indian waited
until they had almost disappeared from view, and
then he crept along after them. It was not far
that the young deadshot had to go before he found
himself looking into what seemed to be a sort of
vault, though probably it may have been created
by nature, and touched up by the hand of man at
some prior time. The first object his gaze rested
upon as he held the torch ahead of him before
rising to his feet was the image of a face that
protruded from the rocky wall almost at the very
ceiling. He stopped there and assum~d an upri~ht position, Arietta quickly coming to his side.
'Oh, Wild!" the girl exclaimed, as she saw the
image. "This is surely an old Aztec cave. Now
then, we must come upon the gold quickly
enough."
"Heap much gold," came from behind them, and
then they turned and saw Gray Owl pointing to
the left.
Grouped together on the almost level floor of the
cavern were a m1mber of pots or urns. At first
Wild thought them to be made of clay, but as he
stepped toward them and held the torch down a
little a ._glistening glare came from them which
almost aazzled' them.
"Gold, all right," he said, without showing the
least bit of excitement. "I reckon we have found
it, Et."
Then just as if it amounted to nothing very
great, the boy stooped and picked up one of the
~olden urns. It was so heavy that he could barely
11ft it, but he r6lled it along to the centre of the
cavern, and then let it rest upon its bottom. Seeing him do this the Apache gave a nod of approval, and started to roll the rest of them out of
the corner. The girl then ran to assist him, for
she seemed to take delight in doing it.
"It's gold or some other heavy metal that looks
very much like it, Wild," she declared.
"Oh, it's gold, all right, little girl," was the reply. Quite a treasure, too, I reckon. We'll just
get it together in a heap and then we'll go back
and find out how Charlie and J im a:re making out.
Before we attempt to remove the treasure from
here we have got to settle with our enemies."
All these worked away and soon had the golden
treasure in the centre of the cave. A small, yellow cup Wild kept in his hand.
"We'll take this out to show what we have
found, in case they are not inclined to believe that
we have discovered the hidden gold of the Pecos,"
he said, with a smile.
"As if they could doubt us, Wild, if we told
them," Arietta answered laughingly.
The Apache appeared as proud as a peacock,
and as they turned to leave the cave he nodded
and said:
"YGu be very rich, Young Wild West."

"And so will you, Gray Owl. You are going
to have your share of this treasure, so you will be
able to live like a rich paleface in the future."
"Heap much nice."
They turned to the opening and crept through
one at a time, and then quickly entered the passage and hurried on back to the place wh~e they
h ad entered it. Arriving there, Wild motioned his
companions to remain a short distance below.
"I reckon I've got to find out if the coast is
clear first," he said. "I don't want to pop my
head up to make a target for the villains who are
still about, unless Charlie and Jim have taken
care of them."
He was just about to raise his head so he could
peer about when a loud explosion sounded from
somewhere above. The next instant there was a
heavy crash, and he felt the v.ery rocks shake.
"By jingo!" he exclaimed. "What is going on,
anyhow?"
Crang, crang I Two rifle shots sounded from
somewhere close by, and a yell of agony followed
instantly. Then the form of a man suddenly appeared directly above him. It was Sim Griffin,
and down he came, striking the boy and causing
him to almost fall back upon his companions in
the passage. As quick as a flash the Apache
pounced upon the villain, and almost, by. the time
Wild had recovered from his surprise, was overpowering him. But Sim Griffin evidently was
desperate, and he managed to get hold of the Indian's knife. But that merely hastened his death,
for before Wild could render any assistance Gray
Owl turned the point of the knife against the villain's breast and a quick shove and the deed was
done.
"Me kill," the Apache said, his eyes flashing
with satisfaction. "Bad paleface man want to
kill me, but me kill him."
·
Arietta had turned her head, for she saw what
was abc.ut to happen when the knife was seized
and turned. Wild now took the risk of going upward again. As he shot a quick glance around
he saw two prostrate forms lying dead a short ·
distance from the mouth of the passage. He knew
right away that they were the other two villains,
so thinking there was no further danger, he
stepped out and shouted:
.
"Come on, Charlie. Help us carry out the gold.
We have found it."
An answering shout came, and the next moment the scout appeared. Wild waved his hand,
and then went down again.
"Come on, little girl," he said, taking his sweetheart by the arm. "Let us go back to the treasure cave, and be the first to carry out some of the
gold."
,
"All right, Wild," the girl answered, and then
Wild quickly relighted the torch, which had become extinguished when Jim Griffin tumbled so
unceremoniously down into the passage. The
young deadshot's Apache friend led the way, for
it seemed that he could go along as well in the
darkness as if he could see. It took him but a
very short time to get back into the big chamber,
and then he started to crawl through the smaller
passage into what might be called the treasure
cave. The young deadshot and his sweethert hurried through after him. Then it was that something happened that they had never dreamed of.
As Wild and Arietta reached the cave there waa
an ominous cracking sound above them.
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"Rim!" cried the Apache. "Heap much water
.
come!"
The next instant a torrent of water poured m
upon the treasure.
CHAPTER X.-A Happy and Exciting Finish to
the Adventure.
Jim had not been gone from the camp more than
five minutes when Hop Wah lighted a cigar and
then strolled leisurely away in the direction he
had taken, just as if he was merely going for a
·
short walk.
"Hey, there, heathen!" the scout called . out.
"What are you up to now?"
"Me go and see whattee Misler Jim do," was
the reply.
"Huh.! Who told you you could go?"
Me velly
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie.
sni.artee Chinee. Maybe me helpee, so be."
"Go ahead, then. I reckon you kin: help, generally speakin'. If you see Jim tell him I'm keepin' a sharp watch, an' for him to look out."
Hop nodded, and then started at a faster pace.
He was looking for the place Jim had mentioned
as being all right to get to the top of the bluffs,
and when he came to it he gave a nod of satisfaction, and without any delay promptly started to
ascend. Hop moved alotlg carefully, for he knew
that Jim was ahead of him, and that meant that
there could · hardly be any of the enemies very
close at hand. When he got to the top where the
tracks were plainly discernible he gave an extra
puff on his cigar, and then knocking the ash from
it, felt in his pocket and produced an oblong package which contained a powerful explosive matter
and had a fuse atta ched to it. These things which.
Hop was famous for making were called homemade firecracker s by the young deadshot a"lld his
friends.
It happened that the one the heathen now had
in his hand ready for use was more powerful than
th,.e ordinary ones he generally used. While he
did not know that he would have a chance to use
it, he thought it a good idea to be ready, since he
had long since learned that a sudden explosion
at a t4lle when the enemy was getting the best
of it was bound to turn the tide, as a rule. The
Chinaman foll owed the tracks along, and the first
thing lie knew he heard the sounds of a struggle
<;lose at hand. Stepping forward quickly, he
peered from behind a rock and was just in time
to see Jim Dart struggling with the two Pawnees.
Hop gave a violent start, but quickly took in the
situation. · Without waiting a second he toucned
the lighted end of his cigar to the fuse of the obfeet he held in his hand, and then when he saw
that it was sure to burn quickly and cause the explosion he hur led it among the rocks toward the
edge of the cliff.
If it had not been that Jim was struggling with
the chief and brave he would have sent it ri ght at
the red&kins. But he did riot -want to injure the
boy any. Almost the instant the home-made
cracker fell among the rocks it exploded with a
terrific report. There was a rumbling sound, too,
and Hop knew that some of the rocks had been
loosened and sent whirling below toward the
• river. But the explosion was all that could be deaired. The redskins released their hold upon the
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boy instantly, and then Hop, his big revolver in
his hand, rushed toward them and called out:
"Stoppee lat? Me shootee velly muchee quickee."
Jim had not been injured a bit, and quick to
realize that help had arrived, he ·sprang to his feet
and aimed a hard blow at the stomach of the
chief. His fist landed squarely where it was intended for, and down went Red Moccasin in a
heap. Then Jim let go his left, and catching the
brave on the point of the jaw, sent him senseless
to the ground. It took him but a moment to get
hold of his own revolver, and then holding it
pointed at the prostrate chief, he said:
!'Now then ,Hop, just tie these fellows and be
.
quick about it."
-With a piece of rope that was found in the
camp of the four villains, Hop quickly tied the
hands of the redskins. Then he gathered up the
weapons, and Jim seeing that there was no need
of staying there any longer, decided to go straight
back to the camp. He took charge of the chief,
and Hop l:eld fast to the arm of the brave, who
was stiil very groggy, though he had recovered
somewhat from the blow he had received on the
jaw. Just then rifle shots sounded from below.
"°\Ve have got to hurry, Hop," Jim said.
Back they went along the top of the cliff, and
reaching the spot where it was easy to descend,
they lost no time in getting below with thEµr prisoners. As they came in sight of the shallow cave
they saw Anna and Eloise standing with the
squaw and Wing, all acting much excited.
"What hapened down here?" Jim asked, as he
ran to his sweetheart .
"A whole lot has happened," the girl answered
in a trembling voice. "Charlie shot two of the
villains, and one of them leaped right into the
passage. Wild, Arietta and the Indian must have
been there, for Wild suddenly showed himself and
shouted for Charlie to come and help carry out the
·
gold which they had found."
'.'Hurrah!" Dart exclaimed, waving his hat. "I
reckon our enemies have all been wiped out, with
the except-ion of the two r edskins here and the fellow who tumbled into th ~ hole. Wild certainly
must have made him a prisoner. Come on. We'll
all go and help carry out the treasure."
Hop no sooner heard this from the lips of Dart
than he bounded away in the direction of the
mouth of the passage. Jim beckoned to Wing and
said:
"You stand guard over these fellows until we
come back.''
"Allee light, Mi sler Jim," the cook answered,
and then away went Jim; foll owed by his sweetheart, Anna and G,old Fish, t he squaw. They all
saw the bodies of the two white villains who had
been sh-0t by the scout when they appear ed so suddenly after Hop caused the explosion at the top
of the cliff. Jim paused, and lool-.ed down into
the dar k opening. At that moment excited voices
could be heard as if from far away. Meanwhile
when Young Wild West and his sweetheart entered the treasure cave right after the Apache
went in and saw the water bursting through, they
qmckly realized that their lives were in danger.
"Go out!" shouted Gray Owl, as the water .came
through with a roar. "We no get the gold. But
we no die here."
But Wild was not going to leave without taking
some of the treasure with him.
"Get through there, Et," he said. 'Hurr:itf"
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The girl nodded and quickly started to do as she
was told. Then the young deadshot sprang fo!ward and seizing one of the urns, dragged 1t
quickiy to the opening and pushed it through
ahead of him.
"It's all right, Et," be called out. "This cave is
much lower than the passage. I'll get another."
Arietta mal)aged to push it through, and the
heavy golden vase dropped upon the rock at the
other side with a thud. As the boy turned back
he saw that there was nearly a foot of water on
the floor of the cave. Gray Owl was coming toward him dragging two of the golden vases.
"Hurryi" he said, his eyes blazing with excitement. "Pretty soon we drown."
Wild did hurry a little, for he knew that at any
moment the opening above might become larger,
and then the water would rush in and fill the cave
almost in an instant. He got another piece of the
treasure, however, and the Indian assisted him to
push all three of them through the opening. Once
they got to the other side Arietta began shouting
excitedly, for the time being she had almost lost
her head. Fortunately, Wild had retained the
torch, which, though not burning very brightly,
would surely last a few minutes longer. Gray
Owl seemed to be possessed of superhuman
strength just then. The way he handled the heavy
urns and vases that were made of solid gold was
wonderful. Across the cave he rolled them with
apparently very little effort, and once they got
to the passage he insisted that Arietta take the
torch and lead the way for them. Just as they
got the last piece of treasure into the pai,sage the
water came bubbling in. But at that moment a
joyous shout came from Arietta.
"Here they come, here they come!" she cried.
"Whoopee, whoopee!" sounded the voice of
Cheyenne Charlie, as he gave his old cowbo}" call.
Then the scQut came in sight of the lighted
torch. Close behind him were Jim and the squaw,
Anna and Eloise remaining back a short distance.
It did not take Charlie and Jim long to understand what was required of them. They seized
upon the pieces of treasure and started back
through the passage as fast as they could go,
though neither of them knew why Wild was in
such a hurry. It was not until they got around
the last turn and could see the daylight shining
in upon them, that the boy told them how the leak
had suddenly formed in the rocky ceiling of the
subterranean cave. Anna and Eloise had been
appalled when they started to descend into the
passage at seeing the ~dy of Sim Griffin lying
there. But they had stepped over it along with
the rest. When they went back they had the same
feeling, but closed their eyes until they got past
it and scrambled quickly out to the safe ground
above. There was no particular hurry now, since
the water had not come that far through 'the passage. But they lost no time in getting out the
four pieces of gold treasure they had secured, and
then quite exhausted, all hands sat down for a
breathing spell.
"Too bad," Cheyenne Charlie said, when they
had rested sufficiently and were starting for the
camp. ."From what you say, Wild, there's a whole
Jot of gold down there that won't ever be found."
"I hardly think it will ever be found, Charlie,
unless someone comes along here and dams up the
river so the water can't get into the treasure cave.
;ferhaps we may come back at some future time

and do it ourselves. But I reckon we are satisfied
now as it is. Two of these pieces of gold belong
to Gray Owl. I will have it no other way. He
secured them himself, and he must take them."
The Indian declared that he only wanted a
small portion of the treasure, but our friends
would not have it that way. About the middle of
the afternoon they struck a well-beaten trail, and
then after traveling but a mile, came suddenly
upon half a dozen mounted men, one of them happened to be the sheriff, who was looking for the
redskin road agents. They had the two prisoners
with them, of course, and Red Moccasin and the
brave were quickly turned over and an explanation made of what had occurred. When they rode
into town the first thing that Wild thought of was
to procure the services of a preacher, and the result was that before supper-time Gray Owl and
Gold Fish were duly made man and wife.
The sheriff and his men had discovered the
camp of the redskins, and had taken the five Indians who had been left tied to trees. as well as
the wounded one, prisoners, sending them over to
the town, while they proceeded on in search of
the rest. The sheriff was a little dubious as to
who ,should receive the reward that had been
offered, but when Wild told him that he had better take it himself, he thanked the boy and then
proceeded to le.ad in three rousing cheers. That
ended the remarkabel adventure of Young Wild
West, whQ, with his Apache friend, had discovered the Hidden Gold of the Pecos, and all interested were happy, indeed.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST'S THREE SHOTS: .OR, ARIETTA AND
THE RATTLESNAKES."
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"It seems incredible that Bradley would sell
out for so little."
"I knew you wouldh't believe me."
"There you are dead wrong. I do believe you,
yet-"
"Wait. Hear the end, for 1'm in the mood to
tell you all I know tonight."
"Let her go, boy. You are making no mistake
in trusting me. I'm no prize . package. I'm the
real thing, when it comes to being your friend .
.Then Fr,ed opened up and to1d all about the
Tower Sguare affair, and what happened in the
Charles Street Jail.
Instead of showing any signs of increasing
surprise at these strange revelations, Sam Stark
grew quite silent, and let Fred talk himself out
before he said another word.
"Well, and what do you think of all that?" demanded Fred then. "Haven't I good cause to hate
the Boss of Boston? Do you wonder that I believe he hired Captain Snell to scuttle the Five
Brothers for the insurance?"
"No, I don't," nplied the detective, "but before I express any further opinion in the matter
just wait till I fill my pipe.''
'
"And mine is out, too. I te11 you, Sam, I believe Bradley sent that steamer whose smoke we
saw to follow us. No doubt the Five Brothers
Wl;lS way overinsured, same as the theatre certamly was.''
·
"Not a d?ubt. of it:;' replied Sam, touching a
match to his pipe.
There, now she's in commission again, and I'm able to think. Yes Fred
you have been shamefully misused, and th~ Bos~
of Boston is a big rascal beyond all doubt. I
always suspected him, now I know.''
"I know," said Fred bitterly. "l only wish you
C<:>Uld have heard him talk to me in the jail that
mght."
"Your report of the t:onversation has been sufficien~ly graphic to answer every purpose. Well,
what do you propose to do about it all?"
"What can I do?"
"Nothing tonight; but there are other nights
coming."
"Let us hope some of them will see me better
fixed.''
"Believe it, and it will be so. If I was in your
place I know what I would do, Fred Fowler."
"And what is that?"
"Join in with me.''
.
"Do you mean become a detective?"
"I !!lean exactly that. I can get you a job.
We W11l work together. You, with my help can
so disguise yourself that your own mother ~ould
not know you. Of course, Fred Fowler is supposed to be dead, I can swear to that. I am the
sole survivor of the Five Brothers. Result will
be that Alex Br_adley V:ill never give you another
thought. That is the time for you to get in your
fine v.:ork. l'~l help Anything I know about the
detective busmess you shall know, and if you are
the sort of fellow I take you to be you will never
rest until you have put the Boss of Boston behind
the bars.''

CHAPTER XI.-(continued)
"I'm going to tell him," he thought. "I don't
care what comes of it. He shall know."
"I am that boy," he said, aloud. "I am Fred
Fowler and not Fred Wells, but I did not set fire
to the Tower Square Theatre, just the same."
Sam Stark whistled softly.
"Upon my word, this is great goods!" he exclaimed. "Who would ever have dreamed of such
a thing?"
I suppose if we were in Boston now you would
consider it your duty to arrest me," replied Fred
bitterly.
"Probably I should, but certainly I should not
do my duty in that instance. No, Fred, you are
safe with me, and don't you forget it. Moreover,
when you tell me , that you were wrongfully accused, I believe you; but how about the other
affair?"
·
"You mean the time I was sent up to the reformatory?"
"Yes, the robbery at J. H. Bright's department
store time of the fire."
"There was no robbery, but there would have
been if I had not prevented it, and Alex Bradley would have been the thief."
"Yes?"
"As true as I am sitting here. Sam Stark,
when I went back into the store to try and save
the stock book, I found Boss Bradley stuffing the
cash into his pocket."
"Perhaps he was trying to -save it."
"So I thought at the time. I never was so surprised in my life as when he nabbed me going
out and turned me over to a policeman, charging
me with having gone for the drawer."
"Yes, yes! And what did you do?"
"Turned and accused him, of course."
"Of course, and equally of course you were a
fool."
"Who knows that better than I do now, Sam?
You read of the case at the time?"
"Oh, yes; I remember it very distinctly. Money
was found in your pocket, Fred, which was identified by Bright's cashier."
"Sure there was, and the fire chief put it there.
I was supposed to have thrown away the balance
at the time of my capture. When I told them that
:Boss Bradley had it in his pockets, they gave me
the laugh. Listen! Why, they wouldn't even
hear me through, and yet, if they had searched
that scoundrel then, the money would have been
found on him, and I might have been saved."
"No, you wouldn't have been," said Sam graveCHAPTER XII.
ly. "Bradley would only have turned the tabl'es
Back in Boston.
on you in some other way. How much was it,
Fred?"
"Glorious sight! No wonder men call her the
"A couple of thousand/''
;Bub of the Universe! Freddy, I live again!"
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It was Sam Stark who thus exclaimed.
He was standing by ~e rail of the fruit
ateamer Carrier Pigeon, looking over beyond the
islands at the city· on the hills.
Back to Boston!
There is no other sucli sentiment existing to
the average Bostonian.
Sam Stark was a true• Bostonian, and, having
spotted the gilded dome of the State House, he
grew excited accordingly.
Fred Fowler, who stood by his sid~ viewed the
"Bean City" with other sentiments, however.
It was the scene of his troubles and trials. He
was not quite sure whether he was glad to get
back or not.
Thus it will be seen that . our castaways had
been rescued from the derelict.
Better· still, Detective Stark was coming back
with the cash stolen from the Westminster Bank
nearly intact.
It was to be the detective's hour of triumph, but
to Fred the future looked misty enough, and the
unfortunate boy could only guess what it might
have in store for him.
The rescue had come about some ten days after
that moonlight night, when Fred confided his
troubles to the detective.
It is not necessary to go into details.
The castaways sighted the Carrier Pigeon,
which was on her way to Boston from Porto Rico,
loaded with fruit.
They were promptly rescued and well treated
during the voyage up the coast.
By Sam's advice Fred posed -as one of the crew
of the Five Brothers.
This sent him to the fo'castle of the steamer,
and put him to work.
It was only for a few days, however, and it
would help him in the part he was about to play.
And so, when the Pigeon tied up at an East
Boston wharf, Fred went ashore, stating that he
was going to report to the shipping firm which
had sent out the Five Brothers.
He never did report, and that night he met
Sam by appointment at the Adams House, where
the detective had taken a room.
Fred had not yet disguised himself. He did
not know exactly how to go about it.
The day had been spent in an obscure hotel nearthe waterfront. It was not until after dark that
he ventured on the strets, and hurried to keep his
appointme nt with the detective.
Sam received him with open arms.
"What's the news!" he demanded. "Have you
heard anything or seen anybody? You stop here
'Nith me tonight. Tomorrow we will take a room
together, and I will get my thing!! out of storage.
I spo'ke to the manager of our agency about you,
and he has agreed to take your matter up. You
will not only get a chance to have your revenge on
the fire chief, but you will be paid for your work
into the bargain."
·
"I hope you didn't t ell your manager my story,
then!'.' cried Fred.
"That's . just what I did. You needn't look so
scared about it, either. He is one of the whitest
men who ever lived. He'll never go back on you,
Fred. Don't you fear."
But Fred did fear, and it was not until he had
had several interviews with Mr. Crow, the man-

ager of the detective agency, that his fears were
allayed.
That gentlemen received him very kindly.
He made Fred go all over his story again and
questioned him as to every detail.
.,.
Then he told him what Sam had told him before, t hat he could go to work at a salary of fifteen dollars a week, and that he was to devote his
whole time to collecting evidence against the Boss
of Boston.
· "And Mr. Crow has certainly been very kind
to me," Fred remarked to Sam Stark that night
in the room the detective had taken out on Harrison A venue.
"Kind enough," replied Sam, "but if you think
he is doing it all on your account you are greatly
mistaken. "
"Kind enough," replied Sam, ''but if you think
he is doing it all on your account you are greatly
mistaken."
"Why, you don't mean to say that he expects
to make any money out ot me?" exclaimed Fred.
"Don't I, Greeny," laughed Sam. "Well, I just
do. What about the insurance companies? The
Tower Square Theatre was insured for sixty
thousand dolla rs, including contents, and the
amount was paid."
"The building must have been worth more."
"It ·was, but theatre insurance comes high.
Besides, it was heavily mortgaged. The mortgagees allowed the insurance to run out for some
reason, and Boss Bradley went and clapped that
policy on. It had only been running a wee}< when
the fire occurred, but he collected it in full, for
all that. I don't know what settlement he made
with the mortgagees, but that he came out way
ahead of the game you can just bet."
"Then there is the insurance on the schooner:"
"Of course; and on her cargo. That has not
been paid yet, and won't be. Mr. Crow has already put a flea in the company's ear. Oh, Freddy, there are hot times ahead for the fire chief,
but we must go slow. The first thing to do is
to settle about your disguise."
Fred had already disguised himself under
Sams' direction, but next morning the detective
made him up quite differently.
This time it was as a sailor, and so well done
was the work that no one v.:ould ever have mistaken the boy for anything else.
"And now," said Sam, when the last touches to
his pupil's sunburned face had been given, "to
instruct you in the part you have to play."
"Exactly what I have been waiting for," replied Fred. "I have been wondering what I was
to do as a sailorman. My n ame is not on the
books at the shipping office, so I can't pass as one
of tl'le crew."
"What's the reason you can't? You were taken
aboard at the last minute."
.,
"Well, what about Captain Snell? You told me
this morning that he and the entire crew were
rescued by · the steamer . City of San ti ago and
taken into Havana." .
"Exactly so."
· "Won't they be coming oack to Boston? Then
my hand will be exposed."

(To be continued)_
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
SIX-HEADED CABBAG~ROWN IN
MISSOURI
C. C. Wrightsman, of .Kirksville, Mo., would
have had enough cabbage to ·supply the Kirksville demand for sourkraut if all' the cabbage
plants in his patch had produced like a few stalks.
Wrightman had one stalk with six heads on it,
each head a little larger than a baseball. Another
stalk in the patch had ten heads, but the heads
on this stalk were not as large as the six-head
stalks.
POCKET RADIO FOR COPS
A radio receiving set the size .of a package of
cigarettes will become part of the equipment of
Passaic policemen, if tests by the Traffic Squad
prove its practicability.
The one-tube set wili contain batteries and collapsible ear phones. A wire will connect it to the
patrolman's badge as an aerial and another with
a small red light strapped to the wrist. Michael
Rusch, twenty-two, is the inventor.
IN THE HEAYENS
T-he Fluvius Eridanus, which may be observed
at this season near the southern horizon, is a
large, although not a very conspicuous constellation. It is supposed to represent the celebrated
River Po. It has had different names among different peoples, but the idea of a river, suggested
by its long winding streams of stars, has always
been preserved. Ac;cording·to fable, it is the river
into which Phaeton fell after his disastrous attempt to drive the chariot of the sun for his
father, Phoebus Apollo, and in which harebrained
adventure he narrowly missed burning up the
earth.
The imaginary river starts from the brilliant
star Rigel, in the left foot of Orion, and flows in
a broad upward bend to the west. Then it turns
in a southerly direction, then bends sharply to the
north, then quickly sweeps off to the west once
JDOre, until it meets the group of stars marking
*1te head of Cetus. Thence it runs south, gradll&lly turning eastward, until it flows back more
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than halfway to Orion. Finally it curves south
again and disappears beneath the horizon.
Throughout the whole distance of more than 100
degrees, the cousse of the stream is marked by
rows of stars, and can be recognized without difficulty by the amateur observer.
After the general outlines of this constellation
have been fixed in mind, one can sweep slowly
over the whole course of the stream, beginning at
Rigel and following its various wanderings.
Eridanus ends in the southern hemisphere near a
first-magnitude star called Achernar, which is
situated in the stream, but cannot be seen from
our latitudes.
SIDE-SLIPPING AUTO
On a crowded street in Baltimore, Md., the
other day, passersby were amazed to see a fivepassenger car stop suddenly, move sideways, and
slip smoothly and easily into a parking space less
than two inches longer than the car itself.
To accomplish this the driver, having halted
his car, threw out the clutch and moved a small
gear lever. With the shift, the automobile began
rising from the pavement, and within a few seconds the wheels were a full thre inches from the
ground. Then the driver shifted the lever once
more, and the vehicle began to move sideways toward the curb, between the two other cars. Close
to the curbstone, but without touching, the driver,
pressing on the clutch pedal, brought the sidewise journey to an end. All the time the engine
.
kept running.
This remarkable feat was accomplished, says
Popular Science Monthly, through the use of an
ingenious new parking device, the invention of
Villor P. Williams, a Baltimore engineer. The
device carried four small, solid-tired wheels, concealed beneath the chassis of the car close to the
vertical plane of each axle. They are set at right
·
angles to the frame.
These small wheels are made to descend through
the use of a worm gear, connected with the transmission, and operated by the engine of the car.
When the small wheels touch the pavement, the
worm gear continues to work, exerting powerful
downward pressure with the result of lifting the
car bodily.
When the weight of the car is supported by the
auxiliary wheels, a shift of the special gear-lever
operates a mechanism which causes the car to
move sideways on the small wheels. This too is
accom~lished by m~ans, of th~ car's motive' poV:er,
and "".lthout the d!1ver s havmg to leave his seat.
The s1deward mot10n may be continued indefinitely-across the street or for the full length of a
boulevard.
After being halted, the car may be lowered
again Qr left "in the air." Removed of the vehicle from the restricted parking space is merely
a matter of reversing the process.
_0th.er advantag:es o the device, besides its application to parking, are pointed out by the inven~or. Because it enables the driver, in his seat,
to. lift the car ~lear _of the ground, it does away
with the hand Jack m changing tires. Similarly
the ~dded clearance simplifies the task of makini
repairs underneath the car,
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The White Whirlwind
Jack Harding was a wild young fellow, fond of
roaming about the world. He could not and would
not stay at home, so it happened that he _penetrated one winter to that far-off part of the world
known as Morocco.
Jack was passionately fond of horses. He belonged to all the American jockey and hunt clubs.
and was one of the foremost steeplechase riders.
So he conceived the brilliant idea of visiting the
Moorish horse marts and cultivating the acquaintance of the breeders of the famous and peerless
Arabian steeds.
Tangier was the quarter first visited by the adventurous young American. It was not long before he had succeeded in enlisting the services of
an expert judge of horses, and was doing the
Morocco horse marts.
Every color, shape and breed was r~present~d.
Of course, Jack listened to the sagacious . advice
of his gufde, but he l'elied mo~e upo;11 his own
.
keen eye, and this seldom deceived him.
His guide was a swarthy Arab, named Eh
Hassan. He was tall and powerful in frame, and
dressed in the semi-uniform of the Moorish army.
His features were shrewd in cast, and his general
appearance was hangdog and repulsive.
Jack had set him down at once as a rogue and
a thief, but he knew that th_e averag~ Moor ~as
the same, so he did not hesitate to employ him,
as being as trusty as the rest.
Hassan pretended to be a famous judge of
horseflesh, and was fond of pointing out the different lines and crediting them to the different
·
breeds.
"Do you see the bend of the neck, Effendi? That
is Alkarad," he would say. "That sloping hip is
Kirsch Madi, the letlocks and blade are those of
El Dabau, or the mighty White Whirlwind, the
wonder of the East."
"The White Whirlwind!" exclaimed Jack. "I
have heard of him before. Tell me of him."
"That I can," declared the Arab. "He is the
swiftest horse in Morocco or the desert, and his
lucky owner is Beni Berber, the horse tamer of
Tangier."
"The horse tamer," cried Harding. "I have
heard of him, and would like to see him."
"You shall, if you will but come with me," declared Hassan.
"Lead on."
Jack was ready for anything. He had purchased a handsome black stallion, upon which he
now proceeded to put his own saddle and bridle,
for famous as is the horse ma1·ket of Tangier, the
Moors never own a respectable saddle or strops of
any kind.
On the way to the mart, Hassan regaled his
employer with an account of many exploits of the
famous horse tamer.
"Why, he bought the White Whirlwind for a
song!" he declared. "A hundred piasters, I believe. To-day he is worth a fortune. When Beri>er bought him he was deemed unmanageable,
having killed three different masters."
"Then he is not of any value to any one else,"
said Jack.

"Ah, not so, effendi. Berber has tamed him."
Soon they passed between narrow buildings and
came to a dingy courtyard. About the place wer-e
lounging a number of dark-skinned Moors.
At a whistle from Hassan there sprang out of
a narrow doorway a tall, ahtletic young fellow,
of smooth face and a shrewd experssion. He
gave his visitors a swift, critical glance, and then
bowed low.
"Welcome, masters," he said in good French.
"Beni Berber, brother," said Hassan, with
Moorish politeness; "the American sheik has come
to do honor to the noble son of Kirsch Madi, the
White Whirlwind, Allah be praised."
Again all bowed, and then, without ceremony,
the horse tamer came forward and grasped Jack's
hand, saying in excellent English:
"By Jupiter! It seems good to see one who
speaks my native tongue."
"Heavt!ns !" gasped Jack. "You are no Arab,
but an American!"
"You're right, my friend," declared the horse
tamer.
"Tell me," said Jack, "how you came to settle
down in this out-of-the-way part of the worlcl.''
A dark cloud rested for .a moment upon the
man's brow. "I ame here to study the Arabian
.._
horse.''
· The horse tamer gave his real name as Alden
Smith, and New York as his former home. But
Jack could not help thinking that this was a deception. He acted like one hunted.
But Hassan had, with the horse tamer's permission, gone into the stable to lead out the famous
White Whirlwind.
Truly, the horse was a splendid specimen of
the equine race, being strong of limb, and apparently capable of great muscular action. Jack
was regarding him admiringly, when a strange
thing happened. Berber; the horse tamer, suddenly caught up a lash whip and shouted in
Arabian:
"Look out, there, slaves! Don't let him get
away!"
But even asJfassan and the other Moor tightened their grip, the White Whirlwind gave a
wild, neighing shriek,· and dragged them across
the courtyard as if they were puppets.
Straight for the black stallion went the white.
Jack had hardly time to whirl his whip aloft
when the hoofs of the refractory white stallion
came flying in close proximity to his skull. Eli
Hassan and the horse tamer hung on to the leash
with all their might.
Jack would have been beaten from the saddle
but for the action of a Moor, who climbed upon
the black. behind him, and held him up. The
white stallion was with difficulty pulled back.
"Well," said Jack, as he dismounted, "is that
sort of thing a distinguishing trait of the White
Whirlwind?"
, "Allah forbid!" cried the tamer. "He is usual- ,
ly very docile. It is strange what gave him that ·
freak. But what do you th1nk of him?"
"He is quite a horse. He has great speed, has
he?"
"The most wonderful speed; ·but you shall see."t
Berber ordered the grooms to saddle the ani-.t
mal, and mounting him, showed the Whirlwind's
paces up and down the court.
"At four to-day, effendi," said the horse tamert
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he will race in the great stake of the Sultan, upon
the course at Allandra. If you will go thither,
you shall see his speed. But he is for sale. Will
you buy?"
The keen eyes of Beni Berber were fixed upon
Jack. The latter wondered at the intentnes s and
force of that gare. He replied:
"Name a price."
"One thousand pounds."
"I will give you eight hundred," replied Jack.
Beni Berber muttered something like an oath,
and then the stallion was rushed out of sight into
the inner stable, and the owner, with a curtsy,
disappear ed also.
"He says he will see you at the course," said
H·assan, coming to Jack's side. "You should buy.
He is the flower of Tangier."
"Well, let him remain so!" cried Jack, angrily.
"I like politeness , and I can resent an insult.
Come, Hassan, show me the way out of here."
But the Arab crowded close to the young American's side as he whispered : "Sh! I will explain,
master. Yonder is the bailiff, who is looking for
Berber, who has the misfortun e to owe a few
debts. If the Whirlwin d wins the Sultan's Stake
then will his master be able to pay in f~ll."
That evening the famous race- course of Allandra was thronged with people to s~e the great
race for the Sultan's Stake.
·Jack and Hassan went to Berber's stable.
."After this race, effendi," the tamer said to
Jack, "you shall have the Whirlwin d for your
price."
.
Jack was happy. But a few minutes later he
observed Berber in secret consultati on with Hassan.
So when Hassan returned, Jack confronte d him,
and said, sternly:
"Look here, you black scoundrel , don't you put
up any job on me, understan d? This is what it
means!"
Jack shook his finger at the man.
At last the horses were called out for the race.
Berber sprang into the saddle and rode out
upon the course.
Perhaps a score of fine blooded horsese were
there. Hassan pointed them out.
There was one coal-black stallion, brought from
. Syria especially to win the stake and beat the
White Whirlwin d.
"Well," said Jack, sententiou sly, "he will · do it,
unless the Whirlwin d is a wonderfu l horse."
Hassan· looked up inquiring ly.
"Easy enough!" said Jack. "Berber is a clumsy _rider. See, he can hardly sit on his horse!"
"The bailiff!" gasped Hassan.
Then Jack saw the cause of Berber's lack of
nerve. The Moor with the keen eyes stood just
across the course, and was watching Berber as a
cat watches a mouse.
But at_that ·moment the word was given for the

start.

The course was somethin g over a mile, and
there were to be heats, best two in three. A way
went the racers.
The White Whirlwin d was in the thickest of the
:field. But suddenly two horses drew away from
the others and raced neck and neck.
They were the White Whirlwin d and the Syrian racer.
The Whirlwin d seemed the best horse, but was
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clumsily ridden. Berber semed hardly able to
keep his seat, so that when they crossed the "line
the Syrian was a . neck ahead.
Jack Harding was hardly able to contain himself when the Whirlwin d was led back to the
stable. He upbraided Berber so bitterly that the
other took him aside, and said:
"Sh! Don't say any more. This was only a
game to make the Syrians bet. I shall win next
time. Once I get the money the horse is yours,
and I leave Tangier forever. I want to go back
to my native land."
And sure enough, the White Whirlwin d did
win the next two heats and the stake. As the
famous racer was led to the paddock, Harding
was determine d to have him at any cost.
A little later Hassan came to him, and said, in
an undertone :
"Berber sends word for you to come . to his
stable tonight at nine. Bring the thousand pounds
and the White Whirlwin d is yours."
Jack went back to his hotel like one in a dream.
He could hardly wait for the hour of appointment to come. But a little before nine, with the
thousand pounds in a gold belt he started f?r
Berber's table in company with Hassan.
They reached the courtyard . All was inky
blackness beyond. Jack hesitated, but Hassan
boldly entered, saying:
"Follow me, Effendi. Fear not!"
Not until he had actualy stepped into the gloom
did Jack suspect treachery . Then there was a
hissing cry; he received a glancing blow upon the
head and went down.
.
For several moments he was unconscio us. When
he recovered himself the courtyard was bright
· with lamplight , and a number of scuffling forms
were over him.
He heard an exu1tant voice in good English
shout:
"Oh, Bill Sands, murderer and robber, at last
I have traced you down!"
Half a dozen Moorish janizaries were about
the place with drawn swords. Crouched against
the wall were two men with manacles upon their
wrists. One was Hassan, the other was the horse
tamer, Berber.
And as the truth began to dawn upon Jack's
befogged brain, he saw the Moorish bailiff before
him. The fellow held out his hand and said:
"Allow me to congratul ate you on your narrow
escape. You were being lured into a trap- to be
murdered for your money. I am Sam Burns, of
the United States Secret Service, and I have requisition papers for yonder rascal, who is really
Bill Sands, the New York thug and murderer of
half a dozen people in his own land. But his
career is at an end."
Bill. Sands was taken back to New York by the
man who had hunted h i ~ long. Hassan was
beheaded by the sultan's orders. Jack Harding
had a lucky escape.
·
But what of the White Whirlwin d'! The scheme
of Sands had been a fiendish one. He had won
the Sultan's Stake, and expected to get the thousand pounds in Jack's possession by murderin g
him and then flee the country. But he had not
mean~ that others should possess the pride of
Tangier. The noble beast was found dead in his
stall. And so the famous racer fell a victim to
the brutality and selfishnes s of a human fiend,
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CURRENT NEWS
AERIAL DOCTORS
The Continent of Australia has been divided
into circular districts each with a radius of 200
miles to be covered by flying doctors. In this way
a physician in Government employ may be summoned to any place in the whole country where
he may be needed and reach there in a comparatively short .time.

-----

INJURY EPIDEMIC
An epidemic of contagion is being superseded
by an epidemic of injury, says Dr. J. Howard
Beard of the University of Illinois. While the
average life span has been lengthened from
forty-one to fifty-six years in the last few decades,
the gain has come chiefly in the period under
thirty-five years of age, due largely to infant welfare work and better control of communicable
diseases:
The net gain in lives saved from infection may
be lost by fatalities due to accidents, thinks Doctor •Beard, stating that there are now more
deaths per 1,000 in the years between forty-five
and sixty than there were twenty years ago.
COPPER SKEWERS
.
Science again brings relief to the weary housewife. The long hours spent in a hot kitchen while
roasting the meat for dinner may be materi-ally
reduced by the use of copper skewers, and at the
same time there need be no worry as to whether
the roast will bitunderdone or overdone.
Reports from the home economics department
of the University of California state that roasts
run through with copper skewers are juicier, tenderer and more appetizing than those cooked in
the ordinary way and also require 30 pe;r cent.
less time for cooking. An economy of meat shrinkage as well as of time and fuel was likewise
claimed.
The explanation is that the copper carries heat
into the interior of the 11oast evenly and rapidly,
while meat fibre alone has a very low heat conductivity.
BLIND, CHOOSES DEATH RATHER THAN
PRISON
Preferring death to spending his remaining
days in blindness and behind prison bars, C. E.
Marble, sixty-nine, won a plea that he be sent to
the electric chair for murder.
The aged man, formerly a night watchman at
Ingersoll, on December 26 shot and killed Gilbert
Hutchinson, fourteen, aJ!d wounded the boy's
brother and father. They had "teased him," he
said.
Brought into court, M"arble entered a plea of
guilty.
"But two sentences are possible--life sentence
or death," Judge Charles Swindall advised him.
Marble rose slowly and said:
"A month ago or so I lost the sight of one eye.
The other is affected, and I will soon be totally
blind. To be blind and in prison at the same time
would be unbearable. I prefer to be sentenced to
the chair.''
Judge Swindall appointed two physicians to ex-

amine Marble. They found him sane. Death sentence was then pronounced. The execution was
est for March 15.
MACHINE TESTS MOTOR DRIVER FOR HIS
SKILL; LEIPSIC SCREEN APPARATUS
RECORDS REACTIONS
.
Anyone who wants to drive a motor car in
Leipsic has to undel'go probably the most searchiJ?-g test of fitness yet devised. The testing officials want to know how the driver would act in an
emtirgency. To find this out a scientific testing
l1;tboratory has been established with the cooperation of the German Automobile Association and
the University of Leipsic.
In the testing apparatus the driver holds the
steering wheel in a detached control section of an
aut<_>mobile provided with all the regulation apparatus he would need to control the car if it were
actually in motion. Close in front of him is a
screen _on which is :thrown a moving picture of
traffic m a congested thoroughfare, and he is required to manipulate his controls so as to avoid
the dangers which this traffic presents. 11:very
mistake he makes is automatically registere<,l on
the tape of an electric recording machine connected with the driving mechanism.
This record not only tells the complete story of
what the operator does with his various opportunities but also gives a psychological picture of
his reactions, by which the testing officials are
able to judge the general degree of steadiness of
the driver. A piece of mechanism which the applicant -grips with his hand tests his endurance
under ~train.
NEBULAR DISTANCES
Eight hundred and forty million million million
miles (840,000,000,000,000,000,00O miles) is the
distance of the farthest object that astronomers
can see with the great 1-inch reflecting telescope
of the Mount Wilson ·observatory, the largest in
the world, Dr. Edwin Hubble said recently in a
lecture at the Carnegie Institution of Washington of which the observatory is part.
"The faintest nebulae that can be detected with
the largest telescope," says Dr. Hubble, "the 100inch reflector at Mount Wilson, are at an average
distance of 140,000,000 -light-years, a light-year
being the distance which light will travel in one
year, going at a speed of 186,000 miles per second.
One light-year is about 6,000,000,000,000 miles.
A sphere of 140 million light-years radius comprises the observable region of space. Within this
sphere are some 2,000,000 nebulae, distributed in
a fairly uniform manner. Great clusters of nebulae do exist, but their effect on the distribution is
averaged out when large volumes of space are
considered.
"The nebulae are so distant that in observing
them we are witnessing scenes and events which
actually occurred in past geological ages. The
nearest of them all, the Magellanic Clouds, present the appearance they had back kin the great
ice age. The spiral in Andromeda is a pliocene
object. The border of the obsertable region taus
us back to the late paleozoic."
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TIMELY TOPICS
THE CRAWL STROKE .
ONE-MAN AIRPLANE
A one-man flying machine ·has been perfected • The crawl stroke, as most of those who follow
by an Austrian inventor to such an extent that it swimming know, is the most artificial motion ever
- can carry its lone passenger to a height of about heard of. No man, and certainly no animal, could
100 feet, for a distance of about half a mile.
possibly swim it naturally. To acquire it takes
Spiral propellers, driven by two engines, fur- the average swimmer weeks of practice, and to
nish the lifting power. The wings, opening and swim it with perfect ease requires months and
shutting, are used to regulate direction and perhaps years. Yet, once it is learned, it carries
height.
swimmers along faster and with less fatigue than
any of the more natural strokes. It was used by
several of the Channel swimmers last summer,
"FORTY IMMORTALS" DISPLAY CAUTION including Gertrude Ederle, and the time that they
ON SPIRITUALISM
made was conspicuously faster than the time of
The forty immortals of the French Academy any of the swimmers who had gone before.
But man has improved on nature so often that
are cautious in their attitude toward the claims
of Spiritualism in the interests of another form we should cease to be surprised. The wrist-snap
of an American baseball player, an artificially acof immortality.
They have admitted the word "medium (plural quired motion, is so superior to the toss which is
mediums)" to their famous dictionary, but with man's natural throwing motion that comment is
this definition worthy of the great Doctor John- superfluous. The motions of a trained high
jumper, also artificially acquired, carry him much
son:
"Persons supposed to have the power of estab- higher than would his natural leap. Then there
lishi1'k communication between living beings and is the queer gait .of a sprint walker. One concludes that modern man, often thought physically
what is called the spirit world,"
the inferior of the jungle man who went before,
· would probably defeat the jungle man at whatever game they chose to play.
HUNTS FATHER SEVEN YEARS TO KILL
HIM, GUN FAILS
The seven-year quest of a son for his father RADIO PICTURES IN HOMES PROBABLE
. SOON, SAYS GENERAL ELECTRIC
that he might slay him ended recently in Newark when the revolver which Joseph Tanga aimed
Pictures which may be recorded in homes as
at Francois Tanga missed fire.
readily as audible entertainment already have
The aged man ran screaming from his home been broadcast from the General Electric Comand when police entered the house Joseph again pany's station WGY, at Schenectady, and picked
tried to fire the weapon. At the observation ward up on a standard receiving machine. Announceof City Hospital, the younger Tanga told police, ment that they probably will become a regular
according to the Associated Press, that he, the feature of this station's program was made last
oldest of three brothers, and his mother were de- night.
serted in Marceilles, France, in 1902 by his
Dr. Ernest F. W. Alexanderson, consulting enfather, who took the other two sons with him.
gineer of the General Electric Company and the
After the war young Tanga's search began and Radio Corporation of America, made the predicafter sailing the sea on merchantmen for seven tion in an address on "The Technical Problems
years he learned, while on shore leave in Quebec, of Television" at the annual convention of the Inthat his father was in Newark.
stitute of Radio Engineers, in the Engineering
He was held for immigration authorities.
Societies Building, No. 87 West 39th Street.
J?octor Ale~anderson showed photographs
which he had picked up from WGY on his standard set in his laboratory and recorded in two
VACUUM DISTILLATION
mi.n utes. The photograp]v~ record""was made by
Using the nearest perfect vacuum yet obtained a s_tandar~ osc11lograph, with some optical adapfor distilling crude oils, a new method of produc- tation, which gave an exposure on a sensitive film
ing gasoline has been developed which is said of paper.
works much more efficiently than the older pro- . The cost is estimated at upward of $1,000. It
cesses, in which the vacuum feature was less is expected a much cheaper and simpler photohighly developed.
gr~ph ~eceiver wi!l be . developed before long
The crued oil is first stepped up from 140 de- which, m conJunction with sets now in use will
grees Fahrenheit to 360 degrees, and then heated make reception or radio photographs in the home
still more until it reaches 475 degrees. Then it is common entertainment.
·scharged into the high vacuum chamber, whic}i.
Nothing has yet been · done with motion pic· s specially braced on the inside to prevent col- tures. The "still" photographs are sent on a wave
apse. In this process it is passed through ten length of 379,5 metres.
anks of tubes, in a stream only 1-4 inch thick,
At the day ses?ion of the co1;ve~tion Dr. Ralph
nd at a speed of about seventy feet 1ter minute. Bown, n~w president of_ the mstitute, was prehen the crude oil, heated to this high degree, sented with the $500 Liebmann Memorial Prize
omes under the vacuum, about 25 per cent. of it for 1926, for the radio engineer who has cons sa:d to' flash off at once into vapor.
tribl!ted most to his profession during the yea '
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OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.
No. 42.
THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP
8.l'EA:KER.-Containing a varied assortment of stump

speeches, Negro, Dutch and· Irish. Also end men's jokes.
No. 44. HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALBUM.-A grand
collection of Album Verses. suitable for any time and
occasion; embracing Lines of Love, Affection, Sentiment,
Humor, Respect, and Condolence; also Verses Suitable
for Valentines and Weddings.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and
handy little book, giving the rules and full directions
For playinl'( Euchre. Cribbage. Casino, .Fort:v-flve.
Rounce, ·Ped,o Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All
Fours, and many other popular games of cards.
No. 118. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A wonderful
little book, telling you how to write to your sweetheart,
vour father, mother, sister. brother, emp!oy4lr; and in
fact everybody 1.md anybody you wish to write to.
No. 115.

HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-

Containing valuable information regarding the collecting and arranging of stamps and coins. Handsomely
illustrated.•
No. 11'7.

HOW TO l\lAKE MUSICAL INSTRlJMF.NTS.

-Full directions how to make a Banjo, Violin, Zither,
Aeolian Harp, Xylophone and other . musical instruments; together with a brief description of nearly every
musical inRtrument used in ancient or modern times.
Profusely illustrated.
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King
Brady, the well-known detective. In which he luys down
some volnablP rules for beginners. and also relates some
adventures of well-known detectives.
No. 61. HOW TO BECOME A BOWLER.-A complete
manual of bowling. Containing full Instructions for
playing all the standard American and German games;
together with rules and systems in use by the principal
bowling clubs.
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.
-Containing full directions for making electrical marhines, Induction coils. dynamos, and many novel tore
to be worked by electricity. By R. A. Bennett. Fuhy
illustrated.
No. 67, HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a large collection of Instructive and highly
amusing electrical tricks, together with illnstratione. By
A. Anderson.
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-HAND.-Contain-

fng over fifty of the latest and best tricks used by magicians. Also containing the secret of second sight.
Fully illustrated.

No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.

-Embracing all of the latest and most deceptive card
( ricks with illustrations.
No. 78.

HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH NUMBERS.-

No. 74.

HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY.-

Rhowing many curious tricks with figures and the magic
of numbers. By A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.

C'ontaining full instructions for writing letters on almost
s.ny subject; also rules for punctuation- and compositio n, witb specimen letters.
No. 70. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.
-Containing rules for telling fortunes by the aid of
Hoes of the llnnd. or the secret of palmi stry. Also the
~ecret of telllng future events by aid of moles, mars,
ccars, etc. Illustrated.
No.

77.

HOW

TO

DO

FORTY

TRICKS

WITH

"A RDS.-Contnining decep tiwe Card Tricks as performed by leading conjurers and magicians.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.-Containing
t'omp lete instructions how to make up for various cbar~cters on the stage ; togetller with the duties of the
~tage Manager, Prompter, Scenic Artist and Property
!\fan.

No. 80. GUS WJLLlAlllS' JOKE BOOR.-Containing
the latest jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this
IVO~ld-renowned German comedian.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALllfiSTRY.-Containlng the
n1ost -e.pproved methods of reading the lines on the
~and, together with a full explanation of their meaning.
.\!so explaining phrenology and tlle key for telling
•haracter by the bumps on the h ead. By Leo Hugo
Koch, A.C.S. Fully illustrated.
-or sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any
address on rel)<llpt of price, 10c. per copy,
ln money or stamps, by

i HARRY E. WOLFF. Publisher, Inc.
--~--Ju·~est 23d Street,
New York City
•

- - LATEST ISSUES - 1217 Young Wild West's Jliir Round-lJps; or, '.!.'he Cham•
pion Roper of the B. B. Ranch.
1218 " TwPlve Shots: or, Arletta and the Raldere.
1219, " a-gl i>~iti_olden Image: or, Lured to the Valle,.
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1246 "
1247 "
1248 "

Balking a Raid: or, Arletta's Leaf, for Liberty.
iY~~~nJ ~nBi:i Sierras; or, Ar etta and tht
0
SHving the Block-house: or, Arletta and the
Allies Attack.
•
and the Redskin Traitor; or, The Siege ln the
Sand Hille.
Holding n Herd; or, Arietta's Fiery Race
ai~n~t~ Ten Cow-Punchers; or, Besting a Bad
Ceu1?llt in a Cavern; or, Arletta's Shot In tile
·Duk.

Dividing the Gold: or, Settling a Claim Dispute.
After the Trail Thieves; or, Arletta's Round•
Up.
And the Pawnee Paleface; or, The Old Hunter'1
Secret.
Racing a Flood; or, Arietta · Shooting the
Rapids
and "Pinto Peter"; or, The Fight at Buckhorn
Ranch.
Escaping DcRth ; or, Arletta's Fifty Mlle Race.
Lost on the Desert; or, The Luck a Sand Storm
Brought.
And the Brokpn Gun; or, Arletta's Quick Wit.
Fighting the Cowboys; or, The Doom of the
"Hurrah" Outfit.
aS~e!l~~ ~rea:~s. Dip; or, Arietta Flghtine the
And "Tarantula Tom"; or, The Worst "Bad
Man" In Arizona.
•
a~<b;~; -Silent Six; or, Arietta's Round-_U p In
and "Broken Bow". or, The Siege ot the
Settlers.
Gathering Gold; or, Arletta's Wonderful Find.
Showing His Skill; or, The Shoot-Up at "Show-

Down.0

Amon&" the Apaches; or, Arletta and the Deatli
Pit.
and the Government Detective; or, Trac.kine a
Tricky Thief
On the Cliffs; or, Arletta'e Desperate
and the Ranchman's Boy; or, The Sheep Herd•
er'e Revenge.
and the Rival Outfits; or, Arletta's Fight On:
the Cattle Range.
With the Cavalry: or, The Fight at Bear PaH.
Fdri:1~.g a Fortune; or, Arietta and the Flooded

~i~:1\~

and the Mexican Raiders; or, Exposine a
Cattle J{ing
and the Dynamite Fiends; or, -A.rletta and
the Avengers.
1251 " and the Tenderfoot's Legacy; or, Baffling the
CIR!m Jumpers.
1252 " Helpinl'( the Sheriff; or, Arletta and the Ex•
p~PSS Thi eveR .
1253 " and the Phantom Canoe: or, Solving a Strange
Mystery.
1254 " Square Deal; or Arietta and the Rustler'•
Daughter.
1255 " Sf~~PJ~fiR~/tfl~~st Dance;" or, The Charge of
l256 " Rnd the Mnd Miner; or, Arietta and the Secret
of the Cliffs.
1257 " and "Gold Dust Bill;" or, The Man With the
Yellow. Streak.
12fi8 " And the Death Brand: or, Arietta's Great Risk.
1259 " Pawnee Pursuit: or, the White Flower of the
Redskins.
1260 " ancl the MexlcRn Man-Trap; or, Arletta in the
Robbers' Den.
1261 " Lively Lariat: or, Roping the Rustlers.
1262 " Duel with a Dozen; or, Arietta's only Cbnnce.
1263 " Trailing a Treasure; or, Outwitting the Road
Agents.
1264 " Ruling a Ranch; or, Arietta and the Cow Girls.
1205 '' Straight Shot; or, Cornered in a Chasm .
12!:6 " Mexican Mine; or, A.rietta Breaking a Siege.
1267 " Hottest Trai!.; or. Winning a Big Rewarcl.
1268 " Tracking a .t1orse Thief; or, Arietta and the
Wild Girl.
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent . to anJ'
address on recejpt of price, Sc. per copy, ln mone:, ol!
postaire stamps.
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